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Zusammenfassung

Der nächste grosse Schritt in der Fusionsforschung ist der Bau von ITER, dem internationalen
Thermonuklearen Experiment Reaktor in Internationaler Zusammenarbeit. Mit ITER soll
gezeigt werden, dass ein Fusionskraftwerk realisiert werden kann. Die Fusionsrate wird
wesentlich h¨oher sein als in den derzeitigen Experimenten. Durch die h¨ohere Anzahl von
Fusionsprozessen wird auch die Anzahl der Fusionsprodukte ansteigen. Ein Fusionsprodukt
ist dasα-Teilchen, ein schnelles Ion. Es ist bekannt, dass schnelle Teilchen einen stabilisieren-
den Einfluss auf die sogenannte S¨agezahninstabilit¨at ausübt. Unter einem S¨agezahn versteht
man ein langsames Anwachsen der zentralen Plasmatemperatur gefolgt von einem schnellen
Zusammenbruch. Anschliessend erholt sich das Plasma, die Temperatur steigt erneut, bis sie
einbricht. Die Zeit zwischen zwei Einbr¨uchen nennt man S¨agezahnperiode. Auf der einen
Seite können S¨agezähne von Nutzen sein bein Transport von Heliumasche und Verunreini-
gungen aus dem Plasmazentrum, auf der anderen Seite wird Energie aus dem Plasmazentrum
ausgeworfen und damit der zentrale Druck limitiert. Zus¨atzlich dienen S¨agezähne als soge-
nannte Saatinseln f¨ur eine weitere Plasmainstabilit¨at, die Neoklassische Tearingmode (NTM),
welche zu einer Verschlechterung des Plasmaeinschlusses f¨uhrt. Durch die Stabilisierung der
Sägezahne, das heisst durch Verl¨angerung der S¨agezahnperiode, durch dieα-Teilchen werden
große S¨agezähne erwartet. Dies ist im Hinblick auf Stationarit¨at unerwünscht.
Die Soft X-Ray Diagnostik (SXR), die weiche R¨ontgenstrahlen misst, ist ein wichtiges Hilfs-
mittel zur Untersuchung von S¨agezähnen, da das Plasma aufgrund seiner hohen Temperatur in
diesem Bereich strahlt. Ein Umbau und die Entwicklung eines neuen SXR Systems war Teil
dieser Arbeit.
Es wurde der Einfluss von lokaler Elektron Zyklotron Resonanzheizung (ECRH) und Elektron
Zyklotron Stromtrieb (ECCD) auf die S¨agezahnperiode an ASDEX Upgrade untersucht. Das
Plasma in diesem Experimenten wurde haups¨achlich durch Neutral Teilchen Injektion (NBI)
geheizt. Die Gesamtheizleistung wurde zun¨achst so gew¨ahlt, dass keine NTMs auftreten. Es
wurde gezeigt, dass durch ECCD in Richtung des Hauptplasmastroms mit Deposition ausser-
halb des Plasmazentrums die S¨agezahnperiode vergr¨ossert werden kann. S¨agezahne konnten
sogar für die maximale Dauer eines ECCD Pulses komplett stabilisiert werden. Sie ver-
schwinden mit Einsetzen des Pulses und kehren wieder zur¨uck nach dessen Ende. Dasselbe
konnte erreicht werden durch zentrale Deposition von ECCD mit Stromtrieb entgegen des
Hauptplasmastroms. Allerdings sind die physikalischen Prozess die zu der jeweiligen Stabil-
isierung führen unterschiedlich. Mit zentraler ECCD Deposition in Richtung des Hauptplas-
mastroms kann die S¨agezahnperiode verkeinert werden. Mit steigender ECR Leistung wird
die Sägezahnperiode geringer. Damit ist ECCD ein geeignetes Instrument zur Kontrolle von
Sägezähnen.
Die Erkenntnis, wie man S¨agezähne kontrollieren kann, wurde auf Plasmen mit h¨oherer
Gesamtheizung angewandt. In einer Entladung wurde w¨ahrend eines gesamten ECCD Pulses
das Auftreten einer NTM verhindert. Die Verhinderung von NTMs durch lokale ECCD in
Richtung des Hauptplasmastroms, deponiert ausserhalb des Plasmazentrums, wurde somit
gezeigt. Durch die weit geringere ECR Leistung verglichen mit der Gesamtheizleistung hat
diese Methode grosses Potential im Hinblick auf ITER.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

During the last century, industrialization has continued throughout the world and linked with
this enormous development has come an increasing demand for energy. Energy sources like
wind or water power are not sufficient and raw materials like coal, natural gas or crude oil are
exhaustible. Burning these materials leads to high pollution of the atmosphere by releasing
impurities and gases like carbon dioxide. A different approach is using nuclear power like
fission. In Germany today, fission is no longer supported by the public and government. New
ways of producing a long lasting energy source have to be found, for example fusion.
Fusion is possible due to the energy, released by fusing light nuclei. The maximum in the
bonding energy for iron enables energy production by splitting atomic nuclei with an atomic
mass number higher than iron and by fusing lighter nuclei. The biggest fusion energy sources
known are stars, like the sun. The sun produces its energy by fusing four hydrogen atoms to
helium in three steps [1]:

p+ p! D+e++νe (1.1)

D+ p!3
2 He+ γ (1.2)

3
2He+3

2 He!4
2 He+2p (1.3)

Reaction 1.3 is the most likely reaction. Less likely reactions using beryllium, lithium and
boron become more important the higher the plasma temperatures (Te > 1 keV with 1 keV�
11600 K) [1], [3]. The fusion processes in the stars are very slow due to the weak interaction
reaction (β-decay in equation 1.1). They have a very small reaction probability. However, the
confinement of a star due to gravity is excellent. On earth, research has to find ways to control
fusion processes with high reaction rates and good confinement.
The reaction with the highest cross section for fusion processes at lowest temperatures is the
deuterium-tritium reaction:

2
1D+

3
1 T !4

2 He (3:517 MeV)+n (14:069 MeV) (1.4)

The amount of fusion processes per volume and time is defined by the reaction rate [2]

Rab = nanbhσ f usion(u)ui (1.5)

1
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with the densitiesna andnb of the different species like deuterium and tritium.hσui is the
reaction parameter withu the relative velocity defined byu = va�vb. The cross sectionσ for
fusion processes for some fusion reactions can be seen in figure 1.1.

The total energy gained per fusion process
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Figure 1.1: Cross section of different fusion
processes

can be summarized inE = 17:613 MeV. The
neutrons carrying the largest part of the en-
ergy, leave the vessel and will be used in a
future reactor to extract the gained energy.
The goal is to reach a plasma that is main-
tained without feeding further energy from
the outside. In this state, the plasma is ig-
nited. The lost energy will be replaced by
α-particle heating. The efficiency of theα-
particle heating will be proven in the next
generation of experiments, in ITER (Inter-
national Thermonuclear Experimental Re-
actor). The helium ion carries 20% of the

energy released by a fusion process. The power of theα-particle heatingPα is given by

Pα = RabEα =
n2

e

4
hσuiEα (1.6)

The transfer of that energy back to the plasma has to be high enough to sustain the plasma
discharge. The following inequality of the power balance has to be fulfilled:

Pα > Ploss+Pradiation (1.7)

The parameterPloss covers the energy loss by convection and heat conductivity,Pradiation

for the radiation loss. The radiation energy is mainly lost by Bremsstrahlung with the
Bremsstrahlungs constantcBr = 5:25�10�37 Wm2

p
keV

Pradiation� PBremsstrahlung= cBrn
2
eZe f f

p
kBT (1.8)

ne is the electron density,Ze f f the effective atomic number,kB the Boltzmann constant andT
the temperature.
The energy loss due to conduction and convection can be expressed in a simplified form by
an empirical time constant. In a pure hydrogen plasma withne = ni = n, Te = Ti = T and
τe

E = τi
E = τE, the so-called energy confinement timeτE is given by

τE =
W

Ploss
=

3nkBT
Ploss

(1.9)

The ignition criterion of equation 1.7 can be rewritten as a function of the temperatureT

neτE >
3kBT

hσuiEα=4�cBrZe f f
p

kBT
(1.10)
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A parameter, the so-called triple productnTτE can be defined by measuring the status of a
fusion experiment with the densityn, the temperatureT and the energy confinement timeτE.
With plasma pressurep defined asp= 2nkBT, the triple product becomespτE. For constant
temperatures, the ignition criterion can be seen in figure 1.2 together with experimental val-
ues for several international fusion devices. The next generation device ITER is designed to
significantly exceed the breakeven point. Breakeven means that the energy used to heat the
plasma equals the energy gained by fusion processes.
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Figure 1.2: Ignition criterion including experimental values

In the first toroidal experiments with magnetic confinement, particle losses by drifts were
strongly limiting the confinement. In the presence of a magnetic and an electric field, a drift
of the guiding centre is overlaid on to the gyration of electrons and ions. Due toB�∇B force,
the charged particles separate by the so-called gradB drift. This gives rise to an electric fieldE
which leads to anE�B drift. Both drifts together lead to a net drift of the particles out of the
torus. However, by giving a helicity to the magnetic field lines, the drifts can be compensated.
The particles drift back into the torus. Today, there are two main branches realizing these
twisted field lines: the tokamak and the stellarator.
In today’s stellarators, the twisted field is created by complex three dimensional shaped coils.
The advantage of this configuration is that no strong main plasma current is needed to maintain
the poloidal field. However, due to the complicated geometry, the toroidal symmetry is no
longer valid. The toroidal magnetic field in a tokamak is achieved with main field coils. The
overlaid poloidal field, necessary to twist the field lines, is created via a transformer. The
plasma is used as the secondary winding of the transformer core. Due to the transformer,
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Transformer coil

Toroidal field coils

Magnetic surface
Field line

Coil for plasma shaping

Plasma current

Figure 1.3: The tokamak

current is induced in the plasma that leads to the poloidal field. The advantage of the tokamak
geometry is its simplicity due to toroidal symmetry, seen in figure 1.3.

z

R

toroidal
direction ϕ

poloidal
direction θ

small axis

r

main axis

Figure 1.4: Toroidal geometry

Additional shaping coils to elongate the plasma or give it a more triangular shape are added.
On the other hand, the strong current needed to maintain the poloidal field, leads to plasma
instability. The basic torus geometry is illustrated in figure 1.4.
In figure 1.3 it can be seen, that the magnetic field lines with the same helicity form magnetic
surfaces. These magnetic surfaces are at the same time constant pressure and poloidal current
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surfaces. They have the shape of tori, nested one into another. The geometry of the field line
can be described with the safety factorq

q=
m
n
=

number of toroidal circulations
number of poloidal circulations

(1.11)

of the field lines. Aq = 2=1 surface for example has closed field lines after two toroidal
and one poloidal windings. Plasma instabilities, as will be introduced in chapter 2, usually
coincide with these magnetic surfaces of low order of rationalq values. The safety factor is
used to label the instability.
The efficiency of the plasma confinement is represented by a factor calledβ. β is defined as
the ratio of plasma pressure over the magnetic field pressure:

β =
p

B2=2µ0
(1.12)

with the main toroidal fieldB. While fusion power increases with the kinetic pressure (Pf us�
p2), the magnetic pressure is mainly limited due to the high costs for the production of high
magnetic fields. In today’s tokamaks, the efficiency of the plasma confinement is limited by
plasma instabilities which are oscillations in the plasma on the magnetic surfaces. To be able
to compare theβ value with the theoretically predicted limit [4], a normalizedβN is defined:

βN =
β[%]

I [MA]=(a[m] �B[T]) (1.13)

In βN, the parameters like the magnetic field, the current and the small radius are eliminated.
In the tokamak ASDEX Upgrade, operated at MPI Garching, typical temperatures reach
T = 1:::20 keV (temperatures of more than 10...200 million degrees). To achieve these high
temperatures, it is necessary to heat the plasma. For low temperatures, a very effective heating
mechanism is Ohmic heating. Due to the plasma resistance and the high current, the tempera-
ture rises. With increasing temperature, the plasma resistance decreases and the Ohmic heating
becomes less efficient and so other heating mechanisms, like high frequency waves, or neutral
particle injection are needed.
For magnetic fields of several Tesla, the electron gyration frequency lies in the microwave
range. In the case of the so-called electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH), the electrons
are accelerated if the microwave is in resonance with the gyration frequency or its harmon-
ics. Depending on the magnetic field and the density, the ordinary (O-mode) or extraordi-
nary mode (X-mode) is absorbed or reflected. In ASDEX Upgrade, second harmonic X-mode
heating is used. The maximum heating power with the ASDEX Upgrade system is currently
PECRH= 2 MW. For more details, see section 2.4.1.
With electron cyclotron radiation (ECR), not only are the electrons heated but very localized
electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) is also possible. As outlined in figure 1.5, if the in-
jection angle of the microwave beam is not perpendicular to the plasma current, depending on
the angle, electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) in co or counter direction to the plasma
current becomes possible. The wave energy is transferred to electrons with a resonant parallel
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velocity component that leads to a shift in the distribution function to higher parallel electron
velocities, resulting in a driven current in either co or counter direction to the plasma current.
The injection angle can be varied via movable mirrors inside the torus. The deposition location
is usually labelled by a normalized flux co-ordinateρ. As seen in figure 1.5,ρ is defined as
one at the last closed flux surface. In the plasma centreρ becomes zero.

⊗ ⊗

main plasma current

ECRH
co-ECCD ctr-ECCD

ρ=1

ρ=0

Figure 1.5: Toroidal geometry with sketch of ECRH/ECCD

A different method is the heating of the plasma via injection of neutral particles, the neutral
beam injection (NBI). Only neutral particles can penetrate the magnetic field until they get
ionized and deflected by the magnetic field. The neutral particle beam is injected into the
plasma and results in a very broad deposition profile. The energy is transferred via collisions.
The NBI is the main heating source in ASDEX Upgrade withPNBI = 20 MW. By injecting
a beam in co or counter direction to the main plasma current, it is also possible to achieve
current drive (NBCD).
With increasing plasma pressure, the plasma can become unstable. Instabilities appear on the
magnetic surfaces, limiting the confinement. A pressure dependent confinement reduction in
βN is seen clearly in the time trace of figure 1.6 while the total heating power is kept con-
stant. The Mirnov diagnostic, measuring plasma oscillations with a set of coils inside the
vessel, shows the n=2 mode amplitude clearly. In the parameterβ or the normalizedβN, as
defined in equation 1.13, this confinement reduction can be seen. Figure 1.6 shows an m=3,
n=2 neoclassical tearing mode (NTM), seen in the poloidal cross section in figure 1.7. The
mode is called neoclassical because classical transport theory alone is not able to explain this
mode behaviour. In the neoclassical transport theory, due to toroidicity, pressure gradients
lead to a toroidal current. This current is called bootstrap current and has to be taken into
account. An NTM is generated by a flux perturbation due to a perturbation of this bootstrap
current. The flux perturbation leads to breaking and reconnection of field lines, forming so-
called magnetic islands as seen in figure 1.7. Inside the magnetic islands, the pressure is
constant, leading to a reduction of the maximum pressure in the plasma centre. The con-
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trol of NTMs is very desirable as it enablesβN to be increased and with it the confinement.
NTMs are usually triggered by other instabilities, providing seed islands like the so-called
sawtooth instability. One method to control the NTMs is to control the triggering process.
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Figure 1.6: Confinement reduction inβN with constant heating
power due to m=3, n=2 mode in ASDEX Upgrade, seen in the
Mirnov coil pick up signal

Figure 1.7: Poloidal
cross section of m=3,
n=2 mode

The sawtooth instability is located on the q=1/1=1 surface. This magnetic surface has a special
topology. The field lines on this surface wind once in the toroidal and once in the poloidal
direction before they close. Due to this fact, the surface can be displaced against the plasma.
This displacement is called Kink mode. The sawtooth instability is observed as a slow rise
in the central electron temperature, followed by a rapid crash. The temperature in the outer
plasma regions slowly decreases until it suddenly increases. The hot plasma core is ejected
from the centre. In a simple model, the central current grows due to current diffusion. The
safety factorq� 1=I(r) drops below unity, the plasma becomes kink unstable and the hot core
is ejected.
The plasma background radiation of today’s tokamaks is in the soft x-ray spectrum and can be
measured via pinhole cameras equipped with semiconductor diodes, see chapter 3. Because of
the temperature dependence of the soft x-ray radiation, it makes it an important tool in observ-
ing sawteeth and other instabilities. In figure 1.8, a major result of this thesis, measured with
a central chord of the Soft X-Ray (SXR) diagnostic is shown. The sawtooth behaviour can
be clearly influenced by ECCD, as shown in figure 1.8. The ECR power was ramped up until
the sawteeth vanish, due to driven counter-ECCD. Because the sawtooth instability is located
at theq= 1 surface, a local change of the helicity and with it the derivativeq0 influences the
sawteeth. A change inq0 can be achieved with a localized current like ECCD driven at the
q= 1 surface.
In this work the sawtooth tailoring is investigated with application to the delay of the neo-
classical tearing mode onset. In the following chapter, the magnetohydrodynamical theory is
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#15847  
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Figure 1.8: Sawtooth stabilization with a central counter-ECCD power ramp up

explained. In the third chapter, a description of the Soft X-Ray diagnostic at ASDEX Upgrade
and the development of a new SXR system is given. In chapter 4, experiments showing how
to tailor sawteeth are shown. These results are used in chapter 5 to influence the onset of neo-
classical tearing modes. In chapter 6, modelling with the ASTRA transport code is presented,
applying Porcelli’s sawtooth model on ASDEX Upgrade discharges. A summary and outlook
are given in the last chapter.



Chapter 2

Theory

In this chapter, an introduction to the single fluid treatment of a plasma, the magnetohydrody-
namical (MHD) approach, is given. The equations derived in this section are used to calculate
the plasma equilibrium. In the case of the ideal MHD limit, infinite conductivity is assumed. A
short overview of the basic equations is given. To explain effects like field line reconnection,
finite resistivity has to be taken into account. The theory of the sawtooth instability and of
neoclassical tearing modes is based on resistive MHD.
Further on, a short explanation of electron cyclotron heating (ECRH) is given. By using the
TORBEAM beam tracing code the ECRH deposition location in the plasma is modelled. The
principle of ASDEX Upgrade’s main heating source, the neutral beam injection (NBI), is de-
scribed in the last section of this chapter.

2.1 Magnetohydrodynamics

A plasma is a multiple particle system, even more complex to describe than classical multiple
particle systems. As an additional degree of freedom, the charge of the electrons and ions has
to be taken into account. Often, a good approximation is the so-called magnetohydrodynamical
(MHD) approach. A hydrogen plasma can be described as a mixture of two fluids, the electrons
and ions. The mass densityρ can be defined as [3]

ρ = mini +mene�min (2.1)

with the ion mass and densitymi andni, the electron mass and densityme andne with me�mi .
The assumptionni = ne = n is called “quasi neutrality” which is usually well satisfied. The
velocity of the centre of massv and the current densityj are defined as

v =
1
ρ
(miniui +meneue)� ui (2.2)

j = en(ui�ue) (2.3)

9
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with the velocities of the centre of mass of the different speciesui , ue. In this one fluid model,
the continuity equation results in

∂ρ
∂t

+∇(ρv) = 0 (2.4)

By adding up the electron and ion force balance equations

mini
dui

dt
= eni(E+ui�B)�∇P

¯i +Rie (2.5)

mene
due

dt
= ene(E+ue�B)�∇P

¯e+Rei (2.6)

where friction cancels due toRei = �Rie, the equation of motion for a single fluid is deter-
mined to

ρ
dv
dt

= ρ
�

∂v
∂t

+v �∇v
�
= j �B�∇P

¯
(2.7)

with the pressure tensorP
¯
= P

¯e+P
¯i and equation 2.2 in equation 2.3ue� u� j

ne. The so-
called “generalized Ohm’s law” can be used to determine the electric field in the plasma. It is
found by writing the electron force balance equation 2.6 in single fluid variables:

E+v�B =
1
σ

j +
1
en

(j �B�∇pe)�
me

e
dve

dt
(2.8)

The momentum transfer of the ions to the electrons can be expressed via the resistanceη= 1=σ
asRei = ηnej [5].
As a consequence of these equations, in the ideal MHD case with infinite conductivityσ!∞,
it can be shown that a field line topology moves with the electron velocityve. The magnetic
flux ψ is “frozen” into the electron gas. As a consequence, field line reconnection, as needed
to explain for example the formation of magnetic islands later in this chapter, is not possible
using ideal MHD equations. Resistivity has to be taken into account.

2.1.1 The MHD Equilibrium for Toroidal Geometry

For equilibrium reconstruction calculations, the force balance equation 2.7 with the additional
conditions ∂

∂t ! 0 andv=0 can be used to find the isotropic pressure [3]

∇p= j �B (2.9)

By multiplying equation 2.1.1 withB to B �∇p= B � j �B = 0 it is proven that the vectorB is
situated in ap=const. andψ=const. surface whereψ is the poloidal magnetic flux, as indicated
in the introduction chapter. The vectorsj andB are lying in this surface. The constant flux
surfaces form tori nested into each other as seen in figure 1.3. Each of these tori is formed by
field lines with the same helicity.
Becausep is only dependent onψ, equation 2.1.1 can be rewritten as

∂p
∂R

=
dp
dψ

∂ψ
∂R

= jΦBz� jzBΦ (2.10)
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With Ampère’s Law∇�B = µ0j the variablejΦ and jz can be replaced in equation 2.10

jΦ =
1

muo

�
∂BR

∂z
� ∂Bz

∂R

�
(2.11)

jz =
1

mu0R
∂

∂R
(RBΦ) (2.12)

The Maxwell equation∇ � B = 0 can be trans-
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0.28

0.84

0.80 1.16 1.52 1.88 2.24

#15947, 1s

q=1

q=2

q=3

separatrix

z[m]

R[m]

Figure 2.1: Equilibrium reconstruction;
the last closed flux surface is named sep-
aratrix.

formed to [3]

1
R

∂(RBR)

∂R
+

∂Bz

∂z
= 0 (2.13)

introducing the flux dependence of the magnetic
field components

Bz =
1

2πR
∂ψ
∂R

(2.14)

BR =� 1
2πR

∂ψ
∂z

(2.15)

The magnetic field in the toroidal direction is due
to the poloidal current

BΦ =
µ0Ipol

2πR
(2.16)

The substitution of equation 2.10 by the equations
2.11, 2.12 and 2.14-2.16 results in a nonlinear par-
tial differential equation for the flux, the Grad-
Shafranov-equation:

R
∂

∂R

�
1
R

∂ψ
∂R

�
+

∂2ψ
∂z2 = ∆�ψ =�2µ0πR jφ =�µ0(2πR)2p0�µ2

0I 0polIpol (2.17)

A typical reconstruction using the Grad Shafranov equation can be seen in figure 2.1. The
flux surfaces are labelled with theq values, the last closed flux surface is named separatrix.
A similar figure is often drawn showing magnetic surfaces labelled with flux co-ordinates. A
poloidal flux co-ordinate can be defined via the poloidal fluxψ

ρpol =

r
ψ�ψa

ψs�ψa
(2.18)

with the indexs referring to the separatrix, the last closed flux surface, and the indexa to the
magnetic axis.ρpol is scaled so that it becomesρpol = 0 on the magnetic axis andρpol = 1 at
the separatrix. Using the toroidal fluxΦ, a second flux co-ordinateρtor can be introduced:

ρtor =

r
Φ�Φa

Φs�Φa
(2.19)
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Equivalent to the poloidal flux co-ordinate,ρtor becomes zero on the magnetic axis andρtor = 1
at the separatrix.
The position of the magnetic axis referring to the last closed magnetic flux surface, seen in
figure 2.1, moves with the parameterβp due to a change in the current and the heating power.
The poloidal beta is defined as:

βp =
< p>

B2
pol;a=2µ0

(2.20)

with the cross-sectional average of the pressure< p> andBpol;a the poloidal magnetic field
at the separatrix with the minor radiusa. βp is a measurement for the fusion power. With
increasing heating power,βp increases.
With increasing heating power, the plasma pres-

Figure 2.2: The distance between the
dashed line, indicating the centre with-
out shift, and the solid line outlines the
Shafranov shift of the flux surfaces.

sure rises and leads to expansion of the flux sur-
faces. The expansion force due to the toroidal
plasma current adds to this force. To counteract
the expansion force, a magnetic vertical stability
field is added. The magnetic axis is shifted to the
low field side with increasing heating power. In
figure 2.2 the so-called Shafranov shift is seen, in
which the magnetic axis is shifted to the low field
side with increasing heating power. This shift is a
result of the balance of the expansion force with
the vertical field.
In ASDEX Upgrade,βp can be controlled via
feedback control. Due to variation of the neutral
beam heating power,βp can be adjusted. By low-
ering the heating power,βp decreases. Due to its magnetic field dependence, a second possi-
bility is given to varyβp during a discharge.

2.1.2 Ideal MHD Instabilities

In a plasma, instabilities occur that are limiting the stored energy in the plasma and its con-
finement. These instabilities can be caused by a current, the current driven instabilities, or by
a pressure gradient, the pressure driven instability. To describe these instabilities, the potential
energy of the plasma will be discussed.
In the zero resistivity ideal MHD case, an equilibrium is unstable if a perturbation lowers
the potential energy of the plasma. To describe a perturbation, the displacement vectorξξξ is
introduced as the displacement of a fluid element of its equilibrium:

v1 =
dξξξ
dt

(2.21)

By linearization of the MHD equations combined with Faraday’s law and Ohm’s law

∂B1

∂t
= ∇� (v1�B0) ! B1 = ∇� (ξξξ�B0) (2.22)
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the linearized force balance equation can be written as

ρ0
∂v1

∂t
= j0�B1+ j1�B0�∇p1 (2.23)

Using Ampère’s lawµ0j1 = ∇�B1 the MHD force balance is calculated to

ρ0
∂2ξξξ
∂t2 =

1
µ0

(∇�B0)�B1+
1
µ0

(∇�B1)�B0+∇(p0γ∇ �ξξξ+ξξξ∇p0) = F(ξξξ) (2.24)

with the forceF created by the displacement and growth rateγ. To solve the differential

equationρ0
∂2ξξξ
∂t2 = F(ξξξ), a Fourier transform in timef (x; t) = f xe�iωt can be applied, because

all coefficients are time independent. The solution results in an Eigenvalue problem

�ω2ρ0ξξξ = F(ξξξ) (2.25)

It can be proven thatF is an self-adjoint operator, resulting in real Eigenvaluesω2. For positive
values ofω2, the system is stable, while it becomes unstable for negative values ofω2. In
reality, to solve the Eigenfunction is a difficult numerical problem. Via variation, an easier
solution of the problem can be found by multiplying equation 2.25 withξξξ and by integrating
over the volume. The change in energy caused by the displacement can be expressed by this
volume integral as

ω2

2

Z
ρ0ξ2dV =�1

2

Z
ξξξ �F(ξξξ)dV = δW (2.26)

If the potential energyδW is positive, the system is stable, while the system becomes unstable
in the case of a negativeδW.
In the case of current driven modes, the pressure gradient can be neglected. In the limit of a
big aspect ratio and small mode numbers(nr=R0)

2! 0, the potential energy becomes

δW =
2π2B2

z

µ0R0

Z a

0

�
(rξ0)2

+(m2�1)ξ2�� n
m
� 1

q

�2

r dr

+
2π2B2

z

µ0R0

 
2
qa

�
n
m
� 1

qa

�
+(1+m)

�
n
m
� 1

qa

�2
!

a2ξ2
a (2.27)

with the safety factorq and the poloidal and toroidal mode numbersm andn (compare with
the introduction chapter 1). The indexa marks the value of variables at the minor radius.
If the displacement at the minor radiusξ(a) 6= 0, the perturbation of the plasma is situated be-
tween the plasma and the vacuum. The plasma becomes stable against these so-called external
kinks with δW > 0 if

n
m
� 1

qa
> 0 =) m

n
< qa (2.28)

The internal kink instability appears forξ(a) = 0, which means no displacement at the minor
radius. As shown in figure 2.3, the perturbation is only inside the plasma. In equation 2.27,
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only the first line, the integration, remains. Form= 1 and no displacement at theq= 1 surface,
n
m�

1
q in the remaining part of the integrations becomes zero.

   q=1 
surface

ξ(r)

rr(q=1)

Figure 2.3: In an internal kink instability, the plasma is displaced inside theq= 1 surface. The
displacement is shown by its rectangular Eigenfunction.

If the displacement is chosen as a function that is constant inside theq= 1 surface and zero
outside, as shown in figure 2.3,δW is zero. This means the system is potentially unstable.
However, the experiment shows that usually an internal kink appears if the centralq drops
below unity.
With m > 1 and δW > 0 the plasma is stable. The stability criterion by minimizingδW
becomesq(0)> 1.

2.1.3 Adiabatic Invariants and Banana Orbits

If a system performs periodic oscillations, invariants of motion can be found by applying the
following integration:

I =
I

p dq (2.29)

q is a generalized co-ordinate andp the generalized momentum [1]. If even by small per-
turbations of the system, the periodicity remains defined, these invariants are called adiabatic
invariants.
The first adiabatic invariant, the magnetic momentµ= mv2

?=(2B), provides the basic principle
of the magnetic mirror.v? describes the particle velocity perpendicular to theB field lines. In
a magnetic mirror, particles in aB-field are reflected by facing a stronger magnetic field. This
reflection is explained by the invariance ofµ. The angular co-ordinate of a gyrating particle in
a magnetic fieldΘ is chosen as the generalized co-ordinate and the corresponding momentum
is the perpendicular angular momentum.

I =
I

p dq=

Z 2

0
πmωcr

2
LdΘ = 4π

m
q

µ (2.30)
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With the Larmor radiusrL = v?=ωc and the cyclotron frequencyωc = jqjB=m and fixedm=q,
the invariance ofµ is shown.
The second or longitudinal adiabatic invariantJ is defined with the velocity parallel to a mag-
netic fieldvk and the distancesas

J =

I
vk ds (2.31)

If the distancesbetween two magnetic mirrors is reduced, the parallel velocity of the particles
has to increase because of the invariance ofJ.
The third adiabatic invariant is called flux invariant. Again, if in a magnetic mirror, the particles
are reflected between two mirror points, due to the inhomogeneity of the field, the particles
drift with the velocityvD perpendicular to the field lines. They perform nearly closed circles
due to the drift. The invariant is given by

Φ�
I

vD dl (2.32)

along the pathl of the drifting particles.
In a tokamak, due to toroidicity, the magnetic field is not homogenous. The high field side
(HFS) is situated closer to the transformer core while the low field side (LFS) lays at the
outside of the torus. Due to the helicity of the field lines, this change in theB-field results in
a magnetic mirror. The particles, following the magnetic field lines, become reflected, if the
ratiov2

k=v2
? is sufficiently small (otherwise the particles are passing). The poloidal propagation

is reminiscent of a banana; a typical particle path is seen in figure 2.4. Due to the far smaller
poloidal field compared with the main field, the banana path is not closed. The particles
perform an additional precessional drift in the toroidal direction, seen in figure 2.5. These
banana particles are called “trapped particles” because they are lost for the usual transport
mechanisms in the plasma.

C

A

B

Figure 2.4: Banana orbits due to
magnetic mirror Figure 2.5: Toroidal propagation of the trapped

particles. The banana orbits are not closed.
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Due to the density gradient in a toroidally confined plasma, more trapped particles exist in the
outer banana orbits than in the inner. In a poloidal cross section, this results in a net current
in the positive poloidal direction. However, the trapped particles have their main velocity
component in the toroidal direction, resulting in a nearly toroidal current. This current is
amplified by collisions with passing particles leading to a so-called Bootstrap current. The
Bootstrap current is proportional to the pressure gradientjBS� ∇p

BΘ
.

2.1.4 Resistive MHD Instabilities

In ideal MHD, resistivity is neglected. This approximation leads to flux conservation. How-
ever, in a tokamak, resistive instabilities are observed [6]. Allowing a local current perturbation
j1, equation 2.22 becomes

∂B1

∂t
= ∇� (v1�B0)�

1
σ

j1 (2.33)

This current perturbationj1 is not perpendicular to the main magnetic field, in contrast to the
ideal equations. By applying the curl to Amp`ere’s law, a diffusion equation∆B = D∂B

∂t can be
derived to

∇� (∇�B) =�∆B = ∇� (µ0j) = µ0σ∇�E =�µ0σ
∂B
∂t

(2.34)

with ∇�B = µ0j andE =
1
σ j with the conductivityσ. With the assumption of diffusion over

the minor plasma radiusa, the characteristic resistive MHD time scale becomes

τRes= µ0σa2 (2.35)

Processes dominated by resistivity have long time scales compared to ideal effects with flux
conservation. In typical fusion plasmas, the ideal time scale represented by the Alfv´en time
has values of 1-10µs. The resistive time scale is far longer than the ideal Alfv´en time scale.
τη is defined asτη = µ0σa2

= a2=Dmag with the conductivityσ and the diffusion coefficient
Dmag. In a plasma with the magnetic fieldB= 2 T, a density ofn= 1020 m�3, a temperature of
T = 1 keV with the Spitzer conductivityDmag� 0:02 m2/s and the diffusion over a length of
a= 0:05 m, the resistive time scale becomes 0.125 s. Taking resistivity into account, field line

X-point O-point
B* B* B*

island 
width w

Figure 2.6: Formation of a magnetic island due to field line reconnection of a perturbed mag-
netic fieldB� with the O-point, the centre of the island, the O-point and the island widthw.
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breaking and reconnection becomes possible. Magnetic islands can be formed. The resistive
growth rate of instabilities is determined by the time the flux needs to be changed dissipatively,
the resistive timeτRes. The difference in the time scales enables the separation of ideal and
resistive instabilities. A perturbed magnetic fieldB� and how its field lines form new closed
flux surfaces is shown in figure 2.6. Due to the breaking or “tearing” of field lines, these
resistive modes are called tearing modes. The centre of the island is called the O-point and
the point where the field lines “cross” is called the X-point. The island widthw of an island
is defined as the maximum distance between the last closed flux surface of the island. The
resistive (m=1, n=1) kink instability causing sawtooth crashes is described in more detail in
2.2. In section 2.3, instabilities with toroidal mode numbersm> 1, the neoclassical tearing
modes (NTMs), are discussed.

2.1.5 The Fishbone Instability

The fishbone instability is an ideal instability, situated on theq= 1 surface. It has been recently
discovered that it can also have a resistive character [8]. It is characterized by a burst like
structure in the Mirnov coil pick up signal and a frequency drop during a burst, seen in figure
2.7 [9], [10].
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Figure 2.7: Fishbone bursts in the Mirnov signal and the typical frequency drop seen in the
wavelet plot below.
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In a fishbone burst, the fast trapped particles that are in resonance with the (1,1) fishbone
mode, are ejected. At first, the deeply trapped fast particles are in resonance, then the slower,
less energetic particles of the fast trapped particle distribution. The energy of the fast trapped
particles is proportional to its bounce-averaged toroidal precessional frequencyωDh. The res-
onance of the mode with less energetic particles results in the frequency drop in the wavelet
signal in figure 2.7. This effect is most effective if the mode oscillates with about the thermal
ion diamagnetic frequencyωdi and becomes comparable with the toroidal precessional fre-
quencyωDh (averaged with the bounce timeτb [10]). The fishbone instability appears only in
plasmas with a high amount of trapped fast particles like neutral beam heated plasmas. The
disturbed distribution function due to the ejection of the highest energetic trapped particles is
refilled due to the creation of new fast particles with the NBI.

2.2 Theory of the Sawtooth Instability

This internal disruptive instability was discovered by Goeler et al. in 1974 [11]. Kadomtsev
[12] gave a first insight into the complete reconnection process as outlined in the previous sec-
tion. This simple theory depicts the observations. Later on, it became clear that the sawtooth
instability could not be fully explained with Kadomtsev’s theory. Recently, Porcelli [13] and
Zakharov [22] presented a further developed explanation.

2.2.1 Theory by Kadomtsev

In sawteeth, often anm= 1, n= 1 instability is observed at the centre of the plasma followed
by a rapid internal disruption. The central region cools down rapidly, the outer regions are
heated up. This picture is explained by assuming complete reconnection [12]. To give an
explanation, the introduction of the helical fieldB� is needed:

B� = Bpol� (rBz=R)eθ (2.36)

B� is the poloidal field subtracting the poloidal field at theq = 1 surface, whileBpol is the
poloidal component of the magnetic field,eθ is the poloidal unit vector andBz the longitudinal
field. The evolution ofB� is shown in figure 2.8. The corresponding time traces of the SXR
signal during a sawtooth crash and a wavelet plot, showing the frequency over time depen-
dence, can be seen in the same figure.
The safety factorq is dependent on the plasma current [3].

q=
2πr2Bφ

µ0R
� 1
I(r)

(2.37)

By current diffusion, the central current grows. The centralq(0) drops below unity as in figure
2.8 a). The helical field vanishes at theq= 1 surface. Thus, the direction of theB� field lines
reverses at theq = 1 surface. Ifq(0) drops below unity, the plasma becomes Kink unstable.
The internal Kink instability leads to a displacement of the central plasma column inside the
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q= 1 surface. This leads to the growth of anm= 1, n= 1 island as seen in figure 2.8 b). The
first graph in figure 2.9 shows the fluxψ�;initial before andψ�; f inal after the sawtooth crash.
Obviously, for every radiusr1 inside rs a second radiusr2 with r2 > rs can be found with
ψ�;initial (r1) = ψ�;initial (r2). The island grows until the flux surface withr = r1 touches the
surface withr = r2 which are of equal flux. At this point, the field lines break and reconnect
as seen in figure 2.8 b) and form a croissant-shaped surface. At the end, the hot plasma core
insideq= 1 is removed from the centre, as seen in figure 2.8. This leads to the quick drop of
the red central and the rapid rise of the blue outer SXR signal in figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Development ofB�, SXR time trace and wavelet plot during a sawtooth crash

The initial central flux surfaceψ�;initial (0), which corresponds to the initial magnetic axis,
reconnects with the flux surface at the mixing radius defined in equation 2.38

ψ�;initial (rmix) = ψ�;initial (0): (2.38)
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and after a sawtooth crash [7]
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Inside the mixing radius the current density is nearly flat which causes the centralqf inal(0) to
rise. In the third graph in figure 2.9, it can be seen thatqf inal(0) is, as in the beginning, bigger
than unity.
At r = rmix a discontinuity appears because of the jump in dψ�; f inal(rmix)/dr. This corresponds
to a negative current sheet, a current running in the negative direction with a fast decay as in
the second graph of figure 2.9. For a more detailed derivation of figure 2.9, see appendix C.
The Kadomtsev model is an approximation that is quite successful for a not too small resis-
tivity η in a tokamak with an aspect ratioa=R� 1 and highqa valuesqa � 1. The resistive
growth rate is much larger than the ideal growth rate [7]. In large-diameter, high-temperature
plasmas, the collapse times are more than a magnitude smaller than expected for the calculated
η dependence. In addition, direct measurements of theq-profile indicate thatq might remain
below unity throughout the sawtooth period. These findings contradict the simple Kadomtsev
model, calling for a further refinement of the sawtooth theory. In the following, the crash
phase will not be investigated in more detail, but refined theory for the sawtooth onset will be
presented.

2.2.2 Theory by Porcelli

This more refined theory of the sawtooth instability takes into account several stabilizing and
destabilizing terms. Effects like the growth of an (1,1) mode due to ideal MHD are modified
with effects due to resistivity, the rotation of the plasma and the influence of thermal and
fast trapped particles. The Porcelli model combines these effects in a model for the sawtooth
period which will be presented in this section.

In the ideal MHD theory, the ideal kink mode becomes unstable if its growth rate becomes
positive. In section 2.1.2 the potential energyδW was introduced in the limits of ideal MHD.
The growth rateγ of an ideal kink can be calculated using a dimensionless normalized energy
functionalδŴ [13]

δŴ =� 4δW

s1ξ2ε2
1RB2

(2.39)

with the radial displacement of the magnetic axisξ. ε1 is defined asε1 = r̄1=R, the ratio of the
averageq= 1 radius ¯r1 to the major radiusR, ands1 the shear at theq= 1 surface. The growth
rate of the ideal mode can now be written as

γ =�δŴ
τA

(2.40)

τA =

p
3R=cA is the so-called Alfv´en time. In the ideal MHD, displacements of the magnetic

field lines spread with the Alfv´en velocitycA = B=(µ0nimi)
1=2 with the magnetic field B, the

ion densityni and the ion massmi .
The effects taken into account in the ideal term are specified in the normalized energy func-
tional. The ideal energy functional will be namedδWMHD. A condition for the growth of an
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ideal kink instability can now be given by this ideal energy functional as

�δŴMHD = γτA > 0 (2.41)

which means that a kink mode appears if the ideal growth rate becomes positive.
Effects of toroidicity, using a circular cross section of the plasma, and pressure are included in
the ideal term by the so-called Bussac [14] term. The ideal Bussac functional is defined as

δŴBussac=�cMHDε2
1(β

2
p1�β2

pc) (2.42)

the total pressure, including the fast particle pressure, is taken into account via the poloidalβ
at theq= 1 surface, defined over the volume averaged pressurehpi1 at theq= 1 surface:

βp1 =
2µ0

B2
pl

[hpi1� p(r1)] (2.43)

The parametercMHD is defined with the internal inductancel i inside theq= 1 surface

cMHD =
9π
s1

�
l i1�

1
2

�
(2.44)

With the averaged plasma radius ¯a the parameterβpc becomes

βpc = 0:3[1�
�

5r̄1

3ā

�
] (2.45)

Even though a circular cross section of the plasma is assumed, the following expressions are
still valid for elongated plasmas if the averaged minor radius ¯a is replaced with ¯a = (ab)1=2

and the average radius of theq= 1 surface withr1 = κ1=2
1 r1 with the elongation of theq= 1

surfaceκ1.
Further corrections due to the plasma shape are necessary. The elongation of the plasmaκ1 at
theq= 1 surface is taken into account by the so-called elongation term:

δŴelong=�cel

�
κ1�1

2

�2

(2.46)

with the parametercel defined as

cel =
18π
s1

�
l i1�

1
2

�
(2.47)

The Bussac term and the elongation term can be summarized to the ideal MHD functional
δŴMHD:

δŴMHD = δŴBussac+δŴelong (2.48)

By multiplying the sum of the Bussac and the elongation term with a triangularity factorCδ,
the corrections due to the triangularityδ of the plasma can be taken into account [15] in the
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ideal MHD functional. However, the triangularity factor is not part of Porcelli’s theory of [13]
and is not used in the modelling with the ASTRA transport code in section 6.

A plasma confined in a magnetic field shows diamagnetic behaviour. This means that the
magnetic field created due to the gyration of the charged particles reduces the main magnetic
field. A pressure gradient is needed to provide a non-zero diamagnetic current resulting in a
variation of the diamagnetic magnetic field [2]. Taking the effect of plasma rotation due to
these diamagnetic effects into account, a (1,1) mode can be stable as long as the growth rate
of the mode is stabilized by the plasma rotation. The ion diamagnetic frequency defined with
the necessary pressure gradient can be given as

ω�i = cT=(eBr̄1r p) (2.49)

with the temperatureT and the pressure scale lengthr p =
p

jdp=dr̄ j . The sawtooth triggering
criterion in equation 2.41 has to be modified due to the rotation effect and becomes [16]

�δŴMHD > 0:5ω�iτA (2.50)

The effects of collisionless thermal trapped ions are taken into account by another stabiliz-
ing term. Thermal trapped ions can be calculated via drift kinetic effects or in via the high
frequency energy principle [17]. The stabilizing influence on the ideal kink due to the per-
pendicular compressibility of the thermal trapped particles is derived in [18]. The term used
in the Porcelli model, the so-called Kruskal-Oberman term, is derived by the high frequency
energy principle. The effect of the thermal trapped ions leads to an increase ofβpol at theq= 1
surface far over the MHD value [17]. The Kruskal-Oberman termδWKO is defined as follows,
assuming that the thermal trapped particles are collisionless, which means they do not undergo
collisions:

δŴKO = 0:6cpε1=2
1 βi0=s1 (2.51)

with the peak ion toroidal betaβi0 and the parametercp, using againx = r=r1 and the ion
pressure profilepi(x) with the maximum valuepi0 = pi(0)

cp =
5
2

Z 1

0
dx x3=2 pi(x)

pi0
(2.52)

The electrons are collisional and are not included in the Kruskal-Oberman term. In cases of
flat pressure profiles, the parametercp becomes one. The mode frequencies have to be higher
than the thermal ion diamagnetic frequency that theδŴKO term is valid.
If the thermal trapped particle effect is taken into account, the energy functional describing the
stability of the kink mode has to be modified. The modified energy functional is written as

δŴcore= δŴBussac+δŴelong+δŴKO = δŴMHD +δŴKO (2.53)

with δŴcore describing the sum of the energy functionals. This leads to a new sawtooth trig-
gering condition:

�δŴcore> 0:5ω�iτA (2.54)
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A well known stabilizing process [19] is the fast particle stabilization. As seen in section 2.1.5,
if the frequency of a mode is about the thermal ion diamagnetic frequencyωdi and if ωdi is
comparable to the precessional drift frequencyωDh of deeply trapped fast particles [10], the
fishbone instability is most effective. However, forωDh >> ωdi a stabilizing term to them= 1
dispersion relation is found.
Fast particles with toroidal precessional frequencies far higher than the frequency of a mode
conserve the third adiabatic invariant. These fast particles can be seen as current loops around
a poloidal helical flux tube. Due to the conservation of the third adiabatic invariant, the flux
in these current loops is conserved if they contract or expand. If the fast particle pressure is
peaked in the plasma centre and the current loop contracted adiabatically due to a mode, the
fast trapped particles in the current loop have to be accelerated due to the flux conservation.
The internal energy of the fast particles is increased, which results in a positive work against
the centrally peaked fast particle pressure. Thus the fast particles have a stabilizing effect.
The stabilizing effect of the fast particles become relevant compared to the core energy func-
tional in the following limit:

�δŴcore> chωDhτA (2.55)

with ωDh > ω�i a numerical factorch in the order of unity. Equation 2.55 is on criterion for
sawtooth triggering and is implemented to the ASTRA code. However, in the triggering condi-
tion for the kink, the fast particle energy has to be added to the sum of the energy functionals,
covering this additional effect. To the ideal MHD potential energyδWMHD, kinetic effects of
the high energy particles, like fusionα particles or fast particles produced by auxiliary heating,
have to be added with the positive fast particle termδWf ast

δŴf ast = cf ε
3=2
1 β�pα=s1 (2.56)

with a coefficientcf in the order of unity for the limitω� ωDh. The parameterβ�pα is depen-
dent on the fast particle pressure gradient inside theq= 1 surface withx= r=r1:

β�pα =
2µ0

B2
p(r1)

Z 1

0
dx x3=2dpα

dx
(2.57)

Bp stands for the poloidal magnetic field. Fast particle stabilization is dependent on the
pressure profile and becomes effective for centrally peaked pressure profiles.

With the stabilizing termsδWf ast andδWKO, the potential energy becomes

δW = δWMHD +δWKO+δWf ast (2.58)

The total normailized energy functional can be summarized by adding these four terms if a
monotonically increasingq-profile is assumed with a centralq0 well below unity.
The additional term inδW leads again to a modification of the criterion 2.54:

�δŴ > 0:5ω�iτA (2.59)
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Equation 2.59 is now in its final form as it is used in the Porcelli model and implemented to
the ASTRA code.

Even if both criteria of equation 2.55 and 2.59 are not valid, a destabilization of a kink mode is
still possible. In the limit of the potential energyδW being nearly zero, resistivity, finite Larmor
radius effects, diamagnetic frequency effects or other microscopic effects might change the
mode dynamics, localized close to the q=1 surface. In this region, magnetic reconnection is
possible. In the so called ion-kinetic regime, the layer widthde close toq= 1 is smaller than
the ion Larmor radiusρi . de is the width of the electron current layer, in which reconnection
can take place. The width of this layer is limited due to the parallel diffusion of the electrons.
There, the collisional resistivity is of more importance than the electron inertia. The ion kinetic
regime is valid if the following inequality is fulfilled:

ρi > δη > de (2.60)

δη defines the resistive layer widthδη = s�1=3
1 S�1=3r̄1.

In the ion kinetic regime, if diamagnetic effects are neglected, the characteristic growth rateγρ
of an internal kink mode can be defined [20] as

γρ =Cρ(τ)ρ̂4=7S�1=7s6=7
1 τ�1

A (2.61)

with τ = Te=Ti, Cρ(τ) = [2(1+ τ)=π]2=7 the magnetic Reynold’s numberS= τη=τA with the
local resistive diffusion time over the length ¯r1 τη andρ̂ = ρi=r̄1. The resistive time scale is far
longer than the ideal Alfv´en time scale mentioned above.
Layer physics becomes important if

jδŴj<= jδŴcrit j= jmaxf ˆρg;(ωdiτA=2)j (2.62)

is valid. Effects due to the ion diamagnetic frequencyω�i as well as the diamagnetic frequency
ω�e have to be taken into account. However, we assume thatω�e� ω�i . In the interval

�ρ̂ <�δW < Ŵcrit (2.63)

the destabilization of am= 1 mode is possible due to ion diamagnetic frequency effects, taking
the effective plasma viscosity into account. This regime is only valid ifω�i is a couple of times
larger than the growth rate (2-4 times), neglecting diamagnetic frequency effects, calculated
with ω�i = 0.
By using the growth rate in equation 2.61, a criterion for the sawtooth onset can be given with

ω�i < c�γρ (2.64)

with the numerical factorc� of the order of unity. The factorc� is dependent on plasma
parameters like the plasma shape and collisionality. These parameters will vary with the
fusion devices and have to be found separately for the different experiments.
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The above described regimes can be summarized in three sawtooth triggering conditions:

�δŴcore> chωDhτA (2.65)

�δŴ > 0:5ω�iτA (2.66)

�cρρ̂ <�δŴ < 0:5ω�iτA and ω�i < c�γρ (2.67)

with ch, cρ andc� of order of unity. The second part of equation 2.67 can be transformed into
a critical shear criterion for sawtooth triggering:

s1 > scrit = α(S1=3ρ̂)1=2
(βi1R2

=r̄2
1)

7=12
(r̄1=rn)(r̄1=r p)

1=6 (2.68)

with the ion toroidal betaβi1 at theq = 1 surface andα = 1:5 � c�7=6
�

h
Te
Ti

1
1+Te=Ti

i7=12
. The

critical shear criterion is directly dependent on the factorc� and can be chosen in the order of
unity, for example in [13]c� = 3. The critical shear is inverse proportional to the density scale
length at theq = 1 surfacern =

n
jdn=dr1j

. A weaker dependence is seen on the pressure scale
lengthr p, defined analog to the density scale length.
Driving current close to theq = 1 surface causes theq-profile to change in this region. This
change influences the criteria above with the change in the shear. A reduction of the shear at
theq= 1 surface leads to an easier fulfilment of the critical shear criterion.

2.2.3 Theory by Zakharov

While Porcelli uses a combination of kinetic treatment of the ions with a fluid model for
the electrons, Zakharov models the sawtooth behaviour purely by using a two fluid model
[21]. In TFTR supershots with long sawtooth free phases, very peaked pressure profiles were
observed. The centralβ1;pol, defined in equation 2.71, was withβ1;pol � 1:::1:5 far higher than
the theoretical onset of them= 1 mode atβ1;pol � 0:3 [22]. The stabilization of sawtooth
oscillations due toω� effects were investigated, comparable to the derivation of Porcelli’s
critical shear criterion in equation 2.67.
As in the Porcelli model, Zakharov takes effects of finite drift frequenciesω� into account
which lower the mode growth rateγ. For the growth rate of the ideal mode, the variableγI is
chosen with

γI τA =
q01λHp

3
(2.69)

with the Alfvén timeτA defined in 2.2.2 andq01 = q0(r̄1) = dq=drjr̄1 at theq = 1 radius.λH

describes the inertial singular layer

λH ��
3π
q01

r̄2
1

R2(0:3
2�β2

1;pol) (2.70)

with

β1;pol =
2µ0[hpi1� p(r̄1)]

B2
Θ(r̄1)

(2.71)
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In the evaluated TFTR discharges, the typical value ofλH was positive and in the range of
1 cm. The stability criterion for the ideal mode

λH � 0 (2.72)

is violated even in the sawtooth free area. This criterion is identical with the criterion 2.40, but
the energy functionalδŴMHD only contains the Bussac termδŴBussacof equation 2.42. The
parametercMHD becomes3πp

3
� 5:4.

Taking the collisionless reconnection mode with a nonlinear growth rate into account by ne-
glecting the resistive reconnection mode (unimportance shown in [22]), equation 2.69 becomes

γnonlinearτA� q01ρs (2.73)

with the ion-sound Larmor radiusρs =

p
(Te+Ti)=mi

ωci
and the ion cyclotron frequencyωci.

The collisionless reconnection mode can be stabilized in the two fluid model (similar to the
ideal mode) byω� effects. If the so-called singular layer equation [21] has a solution with a
real Eigenvalue. As in the Porcelli model, the criterion for sawtooth triggering can be written
as the critical shear criterion 2.68 in the Porcelli model:

scrit < s1 (2.74)

By including kinetic effects of energetic beam particles using fluid theory, a further term,
namedλK, has to be added toλH ! λH +λK

λK =
r̄1

s2
1

�
r̄1

R

�3=2 2µ0

B2
Θ(r̄1)

Z r̄1

0

�
r
r̄1

�3=2

p0hotdr (2.75)

Even the modification due to the fast particle term gives a slight improvement, but does not
reproduce the experimental observations.scrit ;II is still lower than the shear, observed in the
experiment.
With a third assumption that the dominant ideal mode can be neglected,λK andλH are set
to zero. A simplified but analytically close form is given by the following shear criterion for
sawtooth triggering:

scrit ;III � 1:4β2=3
1

����Rrn

����
2=3 ���� R

rp

����
1=3

< s1 (2.76)

with the densityn. Compared with equation 2.68, similar dependencies can be found in equa-
tion 2.76. The density scale lengthrn scales slightly different due to the power of -2/3 com-
pared with the power of -1 in the Porcelli criterion. The pressure scale length is scaled with the
power of�1=3 compared with�1=6 in 2.68. In both criteria,β plays a role with a stronger
dependence in Zakharovs criterion, but Porcelli takes the ion toroidal beta into account.
The third criterion 2.76 does successfully reproduce the appearance of sawtooth free phases in
TFTR supershots. However, the criterion is inconsistent with the linear theory.
For the modelling that will be presented in the chapter 6, only the Porcelli model will be taken
into account.
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2.3 Neoclassical Tearing Mode Instability

A typical resistive pressure driven instability is the neoclassical tearing mode (NTM). Cur-
rently, NTMs are the main limitation in confinement efficiency in conventional H-mode toka-
mak discharges. These NTMs limit the plasma pressurep, as outlined in figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Limit inβ and pressure degradation due to NTM

Figure 2.10 shows am= 3, n= 2 mode, forming three islands in the poloidal cross section. If
an island is formed at a rational surface with high pressure gradient, the pressure gradient will
flatten in the island, as seen in figure 2.10.
Due to the dependence of the bootstrap current on the

Figure 2.11: NTM onset inβN over
normalized Larmor radiusρ�

pressure gradient, the bootstrap current decreases. The
missing current in the island is leading to a helical de-
fect current in the O-point of the island (see figure 2.6),
increasing its size. The increasing island size leads to
a further decrease of the pressure gradient. Obviously,
if a small island exists, starting to decrease the pres-
sure gradient, the plasma becomes instable against the
NTM. These so-called seed islands can be created by
other instabilities like sawteeth or fishbones. Due to the
formation of seed islands, these instabilities can trigger
NTMs.
The lowering effect on the pressure leads to a degrada-
tion of the confinement efficiency, expressed with the
parameterβ, introduced in equation 1.12.β is defined
as the ratio of plasma pressure over the magnetic field
pressure as in equation 1.12.
β is a measure how much pressure can be sustained for a given magnetic field. The kinetic
pressure is dependent on the fusion power. The fusion power is limited by the kinetic pres-
sure. The main limiting factor of the magnetic field is the high costs for the production of high
field copper coils. However, in a future fusion device, the coils have to be superconducting to
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minimize losses and allow long pulse lengths. The maximum field in superconducting coils is
limited due to the breakdown of superconductivity with high fields.
A normalizedβN is used to compare fusion devices of different sizes and geometries, defined
as in equation 1.13. Factors like the magnetic field, the current and the minor radius are elim-
inated inβN. Figure 2.11 shows the dependence of the onset of the (3,2) NTM onβN for the
tokamaks JET, Great Britain, DIII-D, USA, ASDEX Upgrade and an expected value for ITER
[23].
The size of these NTMs develops with time. The temporal evolution of the island width can
be described by the generalized Rutherford equation [24]:

τres

rres
ẇ= rres∆0

(w)| {z }
(1)

+rresβp

0
BBBB@a2

p
ε

rq

r p

w

w2
0+w2| {z }

(2)

�a3
ε

R0

r2
q

rp

1
w| {z }

(3)
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�

ρp
rq

r p

�2 1
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(4)

1
CCCCA (2.77)

�a5
rqrres

2
p

π
IECCD

Ip(rres)
f (w)

1
w2| {z }

(5)

with τres the resistive time scale,rres the radius of the resonant surface, the shear and pressure
scale lengthsrq = q=∇q and r p = �p=∇p, the functiong(ν), that changes from a small to
a large value if the collisionalityν is above a certain value, and the critical island widthw0

below whichp no longer flattens across the island due to finite parallel heat conduction.
The term with the subscript(1) takes the
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Figure 2.12: NTM trigger condition

equilibrium current profile characterized by
the stability parameter∆0, into account. The
bootstrap current drive, introduced in sec-
tion 2.1.3, is included in term(2). The stabi-
lizing effect of toroidicity is shown in term
(3), while term (4) describes a stabilizing
polarization current. In ASDEX Upgrade,
complete stabilization of neoclassical tear-
ing modes was achieved by localized elec-
tron cyclotron current drive (ECCD), de-
scribed in term(5). The deposition width
of the ECCD is taken into account by the
function f (w). Figure 2.12 shows the island
growth dw=dt over the island sizew for dif-
ferentβp values.
The mode appears with aβp;onset. The growth of the mode follows the red arrow in figure 2.12
up to its saturated size. If the mode has reached its maximum size, dw=dt becomes zero. Ifβp

decays, the island width shrinks, shown by the blue arrow. For aβp < βp;crit , shown in green,
the mode decays further and disappears.
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To trigger an NTM, usually another MHD event like a sawtooth crash or a fishbone instability
is present. These instabilities give rise to a seed island. In ASDEX Upgrade, seed island sizes
are usually 1...1.5 cm. In figure 2.13, several fishbones are shown until an NTM is triggered
by a sawtooth. The first time trace shows the SXR signal, the second and the third one indicate
mode activity. If a mode with even toroidal mode number like the (3,2) mode appears, a signal
is seen in the Even N time trace of the Mirnov coil diagnostic. With an odd mode number
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Figure 2.13: Sawtooth triggered NTM. The mode can be seen in the Mirnov coil pick up
signals for even and oddn mode numbers and in the wavelet plot.

as the (1,1) mode of the fishbone activity, a signal is seen in the Odd N time trace. The last
diagramme shows a wavelet plot with the frequency over time. Fishbones, sawteeth and the
NTM are marked.
The suppression of the sawteeth is equivalent with the suppression of a seed island for the
NTM. If no seed island is given by a sawtooth, it was shown at ASDEX Upgrade [25] and
later at JET [26] that theβ value can be increased until another instability like the fishbone
instability triggers the mode. In the discharge in figure 2.13, an NTM was triggered by a fish-
bone. The fishbone is clearly seen in the SXR and Odd N time traces. If additional to sawteeth
as well the fishbone instability can be suppressed, theβ value at the NTM onset can be even
further increased [25]. At very highβ even the spontaneous appearance of an NTM is possible
without a seed island due to a previous instability.
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Figure 2.14: Fishbone triggered NTM. The mode can be seen in the Mirnov coil pick up
signals for even and oddn mode numbers and in the wavelet plot.

2.4 Plasma Heating

The main toroidal plasma current that creates the poloidal field is not only necessary for the
equilibrium. At low temperatures, very strong Ohmic heating is achieved dependent on the

plasma resistance. The resistanceη varies with temperatureη� T
� 3

2
e [2]. However, the higher

the plasma temperature the less effective the Ohmic heating becomes. Further heating mech-
anisms have to be considered. The electron cyclotron resonance heating and current drive
method will be explained as well as the injection of neutral particles, the neutral beam heating.
ASDEX Upgrade also is equipped with ion cyclotron resonance heating, which will not be
explained in detail.

2.4.1 Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating and Current Drive

By using microwaves with frequencies of the electron or ion gyration frequency the plasma
can be heated. The accessibility of the plasma is limited due to cut-offs and resonances, see
appendix B. By perpendicular injection, the heating of the electrons is independent of their
parallel velocity, seen by the symmetric circles in thev?� vk diagramme in figure 2.15. The
resonance condition can be expressed as

ω�ωce= kkvp (2.78)
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with the cyclotron frequencyωce, kk the component of the wavenumber parallel to the mag-
netic field andvp the phase velocity. Only electrons are heated that are circulating in toroidal
direction with certain parallel velocitiesvk. The electrons fulfilling the resonance condition are
heated preferentially. These collide less often with the ions than the electrons with circulation
in the opposite direction than the heated electrons. A current is generated due to this difference
in momentum transfer to the ions [27], [2].
The evolution of the electron distribution functionf in the presence of additional effects like
current drive is described by the Fokker-Planck equation [27]

d f
dt

=C( f ; f )+C( f ; fi)�
∂

∂v
�Sω (2.79)

with C( f ; f ) the self-collisions of electrons,C( f ; fi) the scattering of electrons off-ion distri-
bution fi and the wave induced fluxSω. Due to a preference of electrons with certain parallel
velocitiesvk, these processes lead to an asymmetric distribution function, the indication of
presence of current drive, seen in figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.15: Electron heating distribu-
tion function inv?�vk diagramme
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Figure 2.16: Electron current drive
distribution function inv? � vk dia-
gramme

In ASDEX Upgrade, the second harmonic of the electron cyclotron frequency in X-mode with

2ωce= 2 � je�Bj=me= 140 GHz (2.80)

is heated. The cold resonance atB = �2:5 T is located on the magnetic axis as indicated in
figure 2.17.
At present, four fixed frequency gyrotrons with a maximum power of 0.5 MW each are
available. Pure heating or current drive at different locations can be chosen by positioning
a movable mirror. In figure 2.18 the mirrors launching the wave from the low field side in
the equatorial midplane of the torus in sector 14 are seen. The maximum angle in poloidal
direction isΘ =�320, in toroidal directionΦ =�300. Variations of the mirror angles and of
the magnetic field allow radial, poloidal and toroidal shifts of the deposition location.
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Figure 2.17: ECRH system in ASDEX Upgrade Figure 2.18: ECRH mirrors

2.4.2 TORBEAM Code

To describe the propagation and absorption of electron cyclotron waves in ASDEX Upgrade,
or in general in tokamak plasmas, the beam tracing code TORBEAM [28] is used. The wave
beams are assumed to have a Gaussian amplitude profile. For frequencies in the electron
cyclotron range, the scale lengthL of inhomogeneities in the medium is normally much larger
than the wavelengthλ of the beams:

µ :=
ωL
c
� 1 (2.81)

In this limit, the application of geometrical optics is possible. The advantage of geometrical
optics lies in the simplification of the problem. Maxwell’s equations are reduced to easy and
fast to solve first order ordinary differential equations which represent the beam as a bundle
of independent rays. However, important wave effects like interference and diffraction are not
treated in this simple picture.

Different methods can be used to introduce diffraction, but most of them lead to difficult and
complicated equations. The advantage of the beam tracing method [29] is that wave effects
can be taken into account, solving again a set of ordinary differential equations. They describe
the evolution of the beam axis, the beam width and the curvature of the wave front. The TOR-
BEAM code can be used not only to display the propagation of the wave in the plasma but
also to calculate the deposited power and driven current. The discharge #14872 is used as an
example in figure 2.19. In figure 2.19 a typical power deposition and current profile can be
seen.
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Figure 2.19: TORBEAM results for discharge #14872 at 2.5 s

Discharge #14872 was performed as a part of the investigation of the sawtooth behaviour de-
pending on the ECR deposition (see figure 4.11).The parameters used to calculate figure 2.19
are the gyrotron wave frequencyν = 140 GHz, total power of two beams at 2.5 s 0:8 MW. The
gyrotrons 3 and 4 with the positionx0 =231.1 cm, the poloidal angleΘ = 5:0o and toroidal an-
gleΦ =�15:0o were used.1 The maximum of the power deposition atρpol = 0:4321 is found
as 1.45 MW/m3, the total driven current 13.5 kA and a maximum current drive of 0.255 MA/m2

at ρpol = 0:422.
In a nutshell, in discharge #14872, the ECR was deposited off-axis with the amount of total
driven ECCD of 13.5 kA in co-direction of the main plasma current.

2.4.3 Neutral Beam Heating

Due to the strong magnetic field in toroidally confined plasmas, charged particles cannot pen-
etrate the plasma without being deflected. However, neutral particles are not influenced by the
magnetic field until they become ionized. The particles become ionized due to collisions with
the electrons and ions in the plasma. These collisions lead on the other hand to scattering and
slowing-down of the particles [2]. Particles can be lost due to shine through, which means the
neutral particles pass the plasma without getting ionized.
Fast particles can be slowed down by collisions up to thermal energies if they do not hit the
wall due to their gyration and drift motion (orbit losses). A further source of losing the in-
jected particles appears due to charge exchange collisions, mainly if neutral gas is filled into
the plasma during a discharge. The fast ions collide with neutral atoms, that are always present
in a plasma. Due to charge exchange, they become neutralized again and leave the plasma be-
fore depositing their energy.
The deposition profile of a neutral beam injection system (NBI) is broad compared with the
very localized deposition profile of the ECRH. It is determined by the penetration depth into
the plasma of the injected particles, mainly dependent on the plasma density and energy of the

1To run TORBEAM correctly, the anglesΦ andΘ have to be multiplied by -1
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neutral particles.
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Figure 2.20: NBI geometry Injector one, which refers to source 1-4, and source 5 and 8 of box
2 injects nearly in the midplane. The beams NBI 6 and 7 are the most tangential beams with
more deposition outside of the plasma centre than the other beams. The injection classification
is listed in the previous table. In figure 4.1, the injection is shown in a poloidal cross section.

The NBI, the main heating source in ASDEX Upgrade, is equipped with a maximum power
of PNBI = 20 MW. It consists of two beam lines with four ion sources each. The maximum
injection power of each ion source is limited toPsource= 2:5 MW. One beam line is situated
in sector 15, the second in sector 7. The beam line geometry can be seen in figure 2.20. The
launching classification is listed in the following table.

Injector Source Classification

1, Sector 15 Q1 radial
1, Sector 15 Q2 tangential
1, Sector 15 Q3 tangential
1, Sector 15 Q4 radial
2, Sector 7 Q1 (Q5) tangential
2, Sector 7 Q2 (Q6) current drive
2, Sector 7 Q3 (Q7) current drive
2, Sector 7 Q4 (Q8) tangential
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Chapter 3

Soft X-Ray Diagnostic

The radiation of a plasma consists of continuous background radiation, dependent on tem-
perature and density (the so-called bremsstrahlungsspektrum) and the line radiation of partly
ionized impurities. The latter will be of no importance in a fusion reactor and will not be
treated any further. In the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak, typical core temperatures reach val-
ues ofTi = Te = 1:::20 keV. Radiation with energies belowE = 10 keV lies in the soft X-ray
spectrum, which is measured with pinhole cameras equipped with semiconductor detectors.
The use of these semiconductor photo diodes with fast time response, leads to a line-of-sight
integrated signal with high temporal resolution.
The measurement of this radiation in the soft X-ray spectrum is a very powerful tool. In this
work, the Soft X-Ray (SXR) diagnostic is used to detect sawteeth. During a sawtooth collapse,
the central temperature rises until it crashes. Due to the temperature dependence of the SXR
signal, the change in the temperature during a sawtooth collapse is seen by the SXR chords
like in figure 2.8. At the same time, the temperature outside the inversion radius decreases
until it suddenly rises.
A further application of the SXR diagnostic is MHD mode analysis. A combination of the re-
sults of the Mirnov coil (MTR) diagnostic with the SXR make reliable mode analysis possible.
In this chapter, a short theoretical treatment of the SXR signal is given together with the de-
scription of the ASDEX Upgrade SXR system. Finally, the development of a new system,
which was carried out during this thesis work, is described.

3.1 Theory of the Soft X-Ray Diagnostic

In plasmas, the energy of soft X-rays are of the same order of magnitude as electron kinetic
energies. That is why it is actually necessary to take quantum effects into account. This can be
done by proper modification of the Gaunt factorG. However, in this work, as usual, only the
classical treatment of bremsstrahlung is taken into account.
The bremsstrahlung of a single electron-ion encounter can be described as the radiated en-
ergy dW/dω per unit angular frequencyω by solving Maxwell’s equations [30]. For a single
electron colliding with more ions with the densityni in a high-frequency regime, a power
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spectrumP(ω) can be derived. By factorizing, the frequency dependent part can be separated:
G(ω;v) dP

dω . The frequency and velocity dependent factorG(ω;v) is called Gaunt factor and is
usually of the order on unity. The frequency independent part is given by

dP
dω

� πp
3

Z2e6

(4πε0)
3

16ni

3m2
ec3v

(3.1)

with the charge numberZ and the electron velocityv. In a fusion plasma, the treatment of
more than one electron encountering ions has to be considered. The radiated power of each
single electronP(ω) has to be integrated over the velocity distribution of the electronsf (v).
The powerj(ω) per unit volume per unit solid angle which is emitted by a plasma for the unit
frequency is given as

4π j(ω) =
dP
dω

v
Z ∞

0

G(ω;v)
v

4π f (v)v2dv (3.2)

By using a Maxwellian velocity distribution with ¯g(ω;Te[eV]), the Maxwell averaged Gaunt
factor [31] is defined as

ḡ(ω;Te) =

Z ∞

0
G(ω;E)e�(E�h̄ω)=Te

d(E�h̄ω)

Te[eV]
(3.3)

whereTe is the electron temperature andE the electron kinetic energy. With a Maxwellian
velocity distribution and the substitutionE = 1=2mev2, G(ω;E) in equation 3.2 can be sub-
stituted withḡ(ω;Te[eV]) defined in equation 3.3. WithG(ω;E) � 0 for E < h̄ω, the power
spectrum can be expressed as

4π j(ω) = ḡ(ω;Te[eV])neni
Z2e6

(4πε0)
3

16π
3
p

3m2
ec3

�
2me

πTe[eV]

�1=2

e�h̄ω=Te[eV] (3.4)

while ne is the electron density. The dependence of the SXR signal onZ, Te andn is obvious.
The spectral power emitted into the complete solid angle per unit frequency 4π j(ω) is pro-
portional to the emissivityε [32], [30], [33]. The emissivity is defined as the radiation energy
density per time and frequency interval. In the plasma (except at the edge), the bremsstrahlung
forms the main part of the emissivity:

εbrems;ν �
Ze f fn2

ep
Te

e�h̄ν=kBTe (3.5)

where the effective ion chargeZe f f is defined as

∑
i

neniZ
2
i = n2

eZe f f (3.6)

To calculate the actual signal from a detector, the reduction of the signal due to absorption by
filtering has to be taken into account. All cameras are equipped with a beryllium filter with
different thicknesses of 8µm and 100µm for the previously existing cameras, with the single
diodes and 75µm for the new MiniSoX cameras (see section 3.3). Dependent on the thickness
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of the beryllium foil, different radiation energies are filtered. The absorption probabilityW
can be defined as (compare with [32]):

W(E) = e�µBe(E)dBe�µAl(E)dAl�µSi(E)dp+ �
�

1�e�µSi(E)dn

�
(3.7)

As included in equation 3.7, the radiation is not only filtered by the beryllium foil of thickness
dBe but also by the aluminium electrode of thicknessdAl and the p+ layer on the silicone diode
of thicknessdp+. d is used as layer thickness andµ the corresponding absorption coefficients
for beryllium µBe, for aluminiumµAl and for siliconeµSi. The total emissivity, including the
filter corrections, is written as

ε̃brems=

Z ∞

0
εbrems;νW(hν)dν (3.8)

ε̃brems� Ze f fn
2
eTx

e (3.9)

The variablex= d(lnε̃brems)=d(lnTe) is dependent on the electron temperature and can be cal-
culated using equation 3.8. WithTe= 3 keV anddBe= 100µm, x can be calculated numerically
to x= 1:2 [32].
Usually, the recombination radiation is negligible in the soft X-ray range of fusion plasmas.
For a more detailed description, see [30].

3.2 Soft X-Ray Diagnostic in ASDEX Upgrade

The soft X-ray emission is measured by semiconductor diodes. The signal is amplified by
a preamplifier with the variable amplification 160:::3 and a main amplifier with amplification
20:::8. An analog to digital converter ADC creates a digital 12 bit signal with a sampling
rate of 500 kHz. The maximum temporal resolution follows to 2µs. The data is stored with
transputers. Due to the limited data storage possibilities of the transputer system, the data is
reduced by a programmed pattern before being stored. For more details see [32], [34].
The Soft X-Ray Diagnostic (SXR) in ASDEX Upgrade is situated in the vessel in sector 5.
In figure 3.1, the setup of the cameras up to March 2002 can be seen. The system in figure
3.1 consisted of five cameras with Eurisys semiconductors in two sizes, with the surface of
an active layerD1 = 2:6 mm�8:6 mm andD2 = 2:6 mm�20 mm, especially designed for this
purpose:

Camera A 30 diodes D2 = 2:6 mm�20 mm
Camera B 30 diodesD1 = 2:6 mm�8:6 mm
Camera C 60 diodesD2 = 2:6 mm�20 mm
Camera D 30 diodesD1 = 2:6 mm�8:6 mm
Camera E 12 diodesD1 = 2:6 mm�8:6 mm

The cross section of a camera is seen in figure 3.2. Single diodes are mounted radially around
the pinhole. This setup is very flexible due to the separate diodes. Unfortunately, the diodes
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suffer from ageing, most probably due to neutron damage. The signal starts drifting and loses
high frequency resolution.
The B- and C-cameras were dismounted in August 2003. All cameras, including B and C-
cameras, would have needed a diode replacement in order to record useful data after the open-
ing. The replacement of these diodes would have been very expensive, a disadvantage of these
single diodes. The decision was made not to exchange the diodes, but to design a completely
new SXR system with cheaper planar Centronics diode chips, containing 35 diodes. A new
SXR system has been set up, consisting currently of three triple chip MiniSoX cameras, de-
scribed in more detail in section 3.3. An upgrade to five cameras is planned in 2004. The cost
of the new design is equivalent to about three complete replacements of all Eurisys diodes. A
camera equipped with the Centronics chip will have a worse resolution and intensity due to its
smaller size and its plane setup, compared with the Eurisys diodes. But due to the low cost
of one detector chip, one can easily exchange all diode chips in every opening to minimize
the ageing problem. The maintenance of the new system is far cheaper than the previously
existing one and additionally, the camera size is smaller.

E

D

C

B

A

1 12

1
30

1

60

1

30

1 30

Figure 3.1: Toroidal cross section:
Setup of former SXR cameras

detectors

pinhole

Be filter

poloidal
angle

Figure 3.2: Detailed setup of previous SXR system

In March 2002, the first triple chip MiniSoX test system was included, as described in the
following section 3.3.

3.3 Development of a New SXR System

The diodes used in the previously existing system have advantages such as flexibility, high res-
olution and high intensity. However, the diodes suffer strongly from probably neutron damage.
In other experiments such as JET for example, the diode chip Centronix LD35-5T (window-
less) is used. This planar chip with 35 mounted diodes is easy to exchange and is about half
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the cost of one single Eurisys detector. Because of its far lower cost compared to the previous
Eurisys diodes, one can exchange this chip easily during every opening of the vacuum vessel.
The problem of the ageing of the semiconductor material due to radiation damage is reduced.
A second option could be the plane Centronics chip AXUV20. The diode size is even smaller
than the LD35-5T, which allows a more compact construction inside the vessel, but would lead
to a further decrease in resolution and intensity. The AXUV20 is foreseen for the SXR system
in the Wendelstein 7-X experiment, currently under construction in Greifswald, Germany. The
diode chip Centronix LD35-5T (windowless) was decided to be used in ASDEX Upgrade due
to its slightly higher resolution and intensity.

3.3.1 Calculation of Camera Geometry

As described in [31], the powerP seen by a detector along a line of sight is given by

P(p;φ) = f
Z

L(p;φ)

ε(r;θ)dL (3.10)

whereε is the local emissivity,p the impact parameter,r the distance from the toroidal axis,
θ the poloidal angle andφ the angle of the line of sight (compare figure 3.3). The so-called
Etenduef is a correction factor due to the detector and pinhole geometry.f is used to obtain
the power of the diodes referred to as brightness or intensity.
The camera geometry is described by the

Diodey

x

1

1
p φ

L(p,φ)

r

θ

Figure 3.3: (p,φ) diagram of the new MiniSoX
cameras

diode surfaceD = d1 � d2, whered1 and
d2 are the diode width and length, by the
pinhole surfaceB= b1 �b2 with the width
and lengthb1 andb2, the focal length∆
and the distance plasma-detectorLp.
If the diode surface is sufficiently small,
so that the whole diode area can be as-
sumed to be uniformly irradiated, the
Etendue is defined as

f =
1
4π

d1 �d2 �b1 �b2

∆2| {z }
f 0

cos4 α (3.11)

where α describes the angle between
perpendicular incidence through the pin-
hole and the incidence on the detectorn
through the pinhole (compare with [31]).
f 0 is used in the following to interpret the intensity of the central diode of a chip. The intensity
should be maximized by a SXR system. However, there are two mutually contradictory de-
mands on the system. On the one hand, the intensity of the SXR system should be maximized
whilst on the other the resolution should also be maximized. The broader the line of sight, the
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larger the intensity and the bigger the resolved volume. In the case of big resolution volume,
the lines of sight overlap and give less independent information.
In figure 3.4 a sketch is drawn of the parameters describing the position of the diode, the pin-
hole and the plasma centre. By using the trapezoid formula, one can calculate the poloidal

Diode
Pinhole

∆

Plasma

Lp

h2

h1

Lx1

Lx2

Figure 3.4: Sketch of the minimum resolution 2�h1 and the maximum resolution 2�h2

resolutionh1;2 and toroidal resolutiong1;2 of the central diode of the Centronics diode chip
LD-35T, e.g. forh2

2h2

d1
=

Lp+∆�Lx2

Lx2
;

d1

2Lx2
=

b1

2(∆�Lx2)
(3.12)

The maximum and minimum poloidal resolution is defined as 2� h1 and 2� h2 and can be
transformed to

h1 =
1
2
�d1�

1
2
� (d1�b1) �

∆+Lp

∆
(3.13)

h2 =�
1
2
�d1+

1
2
� (d1+b1) �

∆+Lp

∆
(3.14)

with the minimum resolution 2�h1, the maximum resolutiong100%= 2 �h2, the focal length∆
and the distanceLp = 620 mm of the pinhole to the plasma centre. By using the toroidal or
poloidal length of the dioded1 or d2 and the pinholep1 p2, the poloidal and toroidal resolution
can be found. The toroidal resolution can be calculated in the same way, in the formulas 3.13
and 3.14h1, h2 have to substituted withg1, g2 andd1, b1 with d2, b2.
The maximum toroidal mode numberm and poloidal mode numbern, that can be resolved,
is found if half the wavelength of the modeλmin is equal to the maximum resolutiong100%=

1
2 �λmin.

mmax=
2πr1

λmin
(3.15)

with r1 = rq=1. At or close to theq= 1 surface usually strong modes appear.r1 is estimated
to r1 = 150 mm

nmax=
2πR0

λmin
(3.16)

with R0 = 1700 mm the major radius. An overview over the resolution in mm is shown in the
following table. For the MiniSoX camera, the etendue for the central diode is shown.
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B-camera d1= 2:6 mm, d2= 8:6 mm and C-camera d1= 2:6 mm, d2= 20:0 mm

Camera pin.width pin.length foc.length pol.res. tor.res. Etendue m n
in [mm] in [mm] in [mm] in [mm] in [mm] f 0

B 2.5 18 69.7 47.8 254.6 16�10�3 10 20
C 2.5 35 141 25 276.8 18�10�3 19 20

MiniSoX: Centronics chip with 35 diodesà d1= 0:96 mm, d2= 4:5 mm

Camera pin.width pin.length foc.length pol.res. tor.res. Etendue m n
in [mm] in [mm] in [mm] in [mm] in [mm] f 0

first 0.3 5 18 43.7 332.2 1:6 �10�3 11 16
second 0.5 5 18 50.8 332.2 2:7 �10�3 9 16

0.2 9 14 51 607 3:2 �10�3 9.2 11
final 0.3 9 14 56.1 607 4:7 �10�3 8.5 11

0.4 9 14 60.6 607 6:3 �10�3 7.8 11

MiniSoX cameras as described “first” in the table above were in use in Wendelstein-7AS.
As a first test, a copy of these cameras was installed in ASDEX Upgrade. In comparison
with the B- and C-camera, the resolution is comparable, but the intensity, represented by the
“Etendue”, is worse by a factor of ten. To increase the intensity, the pinhole width was opened
in “second”. Unfortunately, only the poloidal pinhole width was adjustable and opened as
far as possible. To improve the intensity, it would have been better to increase the toroidal
pinhole width. In this case, the poloidal resolution remains while the toroidal one decreases.

Figure 3.5: Triple chip MiniSoX camera

o

o

o

o

Chip 1

Chip 2Chip 3

400

Figure 3.6: Sketch of new MiniSoX camera
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However, the toroidal resolution is far higher than the poloidal one. It is a good compromise
to obtain a higher intensity by losing toroidal resolution. A further method to improve the
intensity is to decrease the focal length but at the expense of resolution. The focal length of
the camera is already far smaller compared to the cameras B and C, as seen in the table above.
A finite camera size is required, to finally build and assemble the camera. The “final” camera
design is listed in the table above. The focal length is decreased for higher intensity while the
pinhole length is increased to gain even more intensity without losing the poloidal resolution.
In the table in the line above and below “final”, the changes in the resolution are listed due to
two variations in the pinhole width.
In equation 3.11, the factorcos4α is equal to the one for the central diode. Because of the pla-
nar diode chip, the effective diode surface and effective pinhole width decrease, the greater the
distance from the diode to the pinhole. This change in the effective parameters is represented
by the factorcos4α. In addition to the decrease in intensity because of the chip geometry, the
outer diodes usually see less radiation, because the outer part of the plasma is colder than the
centre.
To increase the intensity, only 15 of 35 diodes are in use on each diode chip. Instead, one
camera consists of three chips, placed toroidally next to each other as seen in figure 3:5. In
a poloidal cross section, as seen in figure 3.6, the three cameras share the pinhole. They are
rotated by 40o around this pinhole. To further optimize the intensity, a thinner filter is chosen
compared to the previously existing cameras. The 100µm filter is replaced with one of a 75µm
thickness. Due to equation 3.7 in section 3.1, the throughput and with it the intensity increases.
After the data acquisition, the three ‘sub-cameras’ are resorted and united via software to one

Figure 3.7: Profiles of the three different diode chips of the triple chip MiniSoX test system.
On the right and left side of the dashed lines, marked by the shaded area, channels are seen in
the same emissivity range. These are overlapping channels.

camera. Three diodes of each chip are chosen to overlay in order to find the exact relative
position of the chips. These overlapping channels are marked by a shaded area in figure 3.7.
The test system of the triple chip MiniSoX camera was successfully installed in April 2002. In
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figure 3.7, the intensity of the three chips of the test system are seen separately. In figure 3.8 a
wavelet plot with the mode frequencies over time is shown.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of a wavelet plot of the same discharge for a central diode of the A
and MiniSoX camera; now labelled as C camera

The discharge was run at the end of April 2002. It is clearly seen, that the A camera shows
high frequency modes with far less intensity than the new MiniSoX camera. This is probably
due to neutron damage of the diode of the A camera. The camera was set up with new diodes
in March 2001. Because of the successful test system, a complete new system consisting of
five triple chip cameras is currently under construction. They will be placed in sector 11 at the
same toroidal co-ordinate, poloidally displaced.
Three cameras are planned to be put into operation in autumn 2003. The position of the new
cameras is seen in figure 3.9 with a flux surface close to the separatrix. Each chip refers to a
different colour. In figure 3.10, a (p,φ) diagramme is shown.
p is the impact parameter andθ the poloidal angle for a viewing chord, outlined in figure
3.3. A (p,φ) diagramme shows the cover of the plasma with lines of sight. The more area is
covered and the more regularly spread the points are, the higher the possible resolution for a
tomographic reconstruction. Each cross in figure 3.10 refers to a chord in figure 3.9 marked
with the same colour. The curve between 500 mm and 800 mm indicates the border of the
flux surface seen in figure 3.9. No points are currently available right now around the angle
θ = 1800. More cameras are planned to be integrated in the vessel in summer 2004. They are
planned to be placed to fill the empty region in the (p,φ) diagramme.
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Figure 3.9: New MiniSoX cameras in
sector 11

φ

Figure 3.10: (p,φ) diagramme of the new
MiniSoX cameras



Chapter 4

Sawtooth Stabilization Experiments

It is well established that fast particles have a stabilizing effect on sawteeth [19]. Based on
these results, theα-particles created in D-T fusion processes are expected to lead to sawtooth
stabilization. These long sawtooth periods might act as a trigger for neoclassical tearing modes
(NTMs). The plasmaβ, a value measuring the efficiency of the confinement of the plasma
pressure by the magnetic field, is limited by these NTMs. On the other hand, sawteeth can be
used to remove helium ash or impurities from the plasma centre. The goal of this work is to
investigate how to control the sawtooth instability. In the following, lengthening of the saw-
tooth period is called sawtooth stabilization while a decrease in the sawtooth period is named
sawtooth destabilization. The occurrence of an MHD mode is called mode destabilization. If
the mode amplitude can be decreased, the mode is stabilized.
Recently, it was demonstrated at JET [26] in a neutral beam heated plasma in the high confine-
ment regime (H-mode) that sawteeth can be influenced by ion cyclotron current drive (ICCD).
However, the control of the Ion Cyclotron Resonance Frequency (ICRF) deposition is more
difficult than with electron cyclotron heating (ECRH) or current drive (ECCD), which provides
the possibility of very localized deposition. Modelling can be done at ASDEX Upgrade using
the beam tracing code TORBEAM [28], see section 2.4.2. In TCV, the influence of ECCD
was investigated [35] in the low confinement regime (L-mode). However, in terms of ITER,
sawtooth tailoring with ECCD in the high confinement regime (H-mode) in presence of fast
particles is of high interest.
In the following section, experiments are shown with NBI used as the main heating source
with PNBI = 5 MW, in Deuterium plasmas. With a plasma current ofIp = 0:8 MA and densities
aboutne = 6 �1019 m�3, the discharges are well over the H-mode threshold. The normalized
beta reaches values of aboutβN � 1:7. βN is chosen relatively low because forβN values over
βN � 2:5, the triggering of NTMs becomes probable. However, the triggering of NTMs would
disturb the sawtooth behaviour.

47
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4.1 Influence of Sawteeth with NBI

ASDEX Upgrade is equipped with a neutral beam injection (NBI) system with a maximum
heating power ofPNBI = 20 MW, see section 2.4.3. The NBI system consists of two beam
boxes with four sources each, seen in figure 4.1. The sources vary in tangential and radial
injection. Due to this difference, the sawtooth behaviour changes dependent on the chosen
NBI sources. In the discharge in figure 4.2, all eight beam sources are used separately for
about 1 s each, with a plasma current of 0.8 MA, 2.5 MW NBI power, densities of about
6:3 �1019 m�3 and a -2.4 T magnetic field. These plasma parameters are very similar to those
used in the following experiments. Even with one beam source withPNBI = 2:5 MW, the H-
mode regime is reached.
Injector one, which refers to source 1-4, and source 5 and 8 of box 2 injects nearly in the
midplane. The beams NBI 6 and 7 are the most tangential beams with more deposition outside
of the plasma centre than the other beams. The injection classification is listed in the following
table. In figure 4.1, the injection is shown in a poloidal cross section.

NBI ST period orientation midplane

source 1 42ms radial lower
source 2 45ms tangential lower
source 3 60ms tangential upper
source 4 46ms radial upper
source 5 35ms tangential lower
source 6 200ms current drive lower
source 7 300ms current drive upper
source 8 45ms tangential upper −1.40

−0.84

−0.28

0.28

0.84

1.40

1.16 1.52 1.88 2.24

source 7, CD

source 6, CD

source 8, tang. 

source 5, tang. 

source 3,tang., 
source 4, radial

source 1, radial,
source 2, tang.

Figure 4.1: Equilibrium with beam
position in #16617 at 5s

In figure 4.2, the beams NBI 6 and 7 show clearly the strongest stabilizing effect on the
sawteeth. This effect cannot be explained by the well known sawtooth stabilization of trapped
fast particles [19]. The more tangential the injection angle the less fast trapped particles are
created. If the trapped fast particle stabilization was the dominant process, source 6 and 7
would have the shortest sawtooth period. However, the opposite effect is observed. Neither
can the difference in the heating profiles of the on- and off-axis beams explain this specific
increase in the sawtooth period. Because of the up shifted plasma centre, the heating profiles
of source 1 (central, radial) and 7 become comparable, but the behaviour of the sawtooth
period strongly differs.
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Figure 4.2: Influence of different NBI sources on sawtooth behaviour. Clear change in saw-
tooth behaviour for most tangential beam sources 6 and 7 with off-axis deposition.

The fast particle pressure gradient can also not explain the observed effect. As seen in figure
4.3, the gradients of the perpendicular and parallel fast particle pressure at the sawtooth inver-
sion radius change with the NBI sources. Expressed in the toroidal flux co-ordinateρtor, the
sawtooth inversion radius is situated roughly atρtor � 0:15. The sources 3, 7, 4 and 8 show a
clear negative gradient which should have a stabilizing effect on the sawteeth compared with
source 1 that shows a slight positive gradient. The sources 2, 6 and 7 show a nearly flat fast
particle pressure profile atρtor � 0:15. The current drive sources 6 and 7 show no particular
difference in the fast particle pressure that could lead to an explanation of the change in the
sawtooth period at least of source 6.
The sawteeth of source 6 have a well developed triangular shape while for source 7, the saw-
tooth behaviour does not reach steady state in the time interval. No clear sawtooth shape and
period can be seen. The rise in the SXR signal for source 6 can be explained by an increase
in density. However, due to neutral beam current drive [36] with the far off-axis source 6, the
current profile flattens in the centre which has a stabilizing effect on the sawteeth. This resis-
tive effect explains the long time scale of about 300 ms until the sawteeth find a regular shape
and period with a different neutral beam source like source 2 after the switch-off of source 6.
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Figure 4.3: Perpendicular (pper) and longitudinal (plon) fast particle pressure for different
beam sources. No clear difference for source 6 and 7 compared to the other sources.

4.2 Influence of Co-ECCD on Sawteeth

In the following experiments, systematic sweeps from the high field side (HFS) to the low
field side (LFS) for ECRH, co-ECCD are performed with aboutPECR= 0:8 MW of ECRH
power, provided by two gyrotrons. The cold Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) condition
ωce= jej �B=me shows a linear dependence of the ECR deposition location with the magnetic
field. For the second harmonic X-mode, the cold resonance lies atB= 2:5 T in the plasma cen-
tre. Due to the magnetic field dependence of the electron cyclotron resonance, the deposition
location of the ECR can be shifted by magnetic field ramps during a discharge. The sweep is
carried out in several discharges. By field variations from about -2.05 T to -2.65 T, the ECRH
deposition is varied fromρpol ��0:6 on the high field side (HFS) out toρpol � 0:3 on the low
field side (LFS). Negative values inρpol are introduced to differ between HFS and LFS. The
deposition location is calculated with the TORBEAM beam tracing code [28] as described in
the section 2.4.2.
The following discharges are performed with ECR injection in the direction of the main plasma
current, co-ECCD. The angles of the ECR mirrors are set to -15o in toroidal direction to drive
current and to approximately +5o in poloidal direction to deposit close to the midplane. Not
in all pulses the same NBI sources are used (see [40]) leading to jumps between two pulses.
To filter the NBI geometry effect described above, the sawtooth period is normalized with the
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sawtooth period of discharges without ECR and the same NBI sources:τ =
τNBI+ECR

τNBI without ECR
. In

the experiments presented here, the sawtooth period without ECR lies usually in the range of
100 ms, depending on the chosen NBI sources. The scans without normalization can be seen
in the appendix D.1 showing the actual sawtooth period in [ms]. In the following sawtooth
period graphs, negative values forρpol are chosen to distinguish between high field side (HFS)
and low field side (LFS) withρpol > 0. In figure 4.4, a maximum in the sawtooth period with
τ � 320 ms can be observed atρpol � �0:42 while for deposition inside the inversion radius,
marked with a green line, a decrease in the sawtooth period is observed withτ� 50 ms.
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Figure 4.4: ECR deposition inρpol over sawtooth period and sawtooth amplitude with co-
ECCD. A maximum in the sawtooth period is observed atρpol� 0:42 while inside the sawtooth
inversion radius, marked in green, the sawtooth period can be decreased.

To investigate the behaviour of the minimum sawtooth period with the ECR power, a gyrotron
power ramp up is performed. It is found that the minimum in the sawtooth period with on-
axis co-ECR deposition can be even further decreased. However, the shape of the sawteeth
is changed. Figure 4.5 shows that the dependence of the sawtooth period on the ECR power.
In #16731, the ECR power is varied from 0.8 MW to 1.6 MW in six steps. During the saw-
tooth destabilization, the sawtooth period is far smaller than the confinement time of about
tcon f � 70 ms. Usually, a change in the sawtooth shape is observed with sawtooth periods in
the range of the confinement time [38],[39].
To find out if complete stabilization can be achieved with less ECR power for off-axis de-
position atρpol � �0:42, a gyrotron power scan is performed. The ECR is deposited in the
maximum of the sawtooth period, as found in the toroidal magnetic field scans shown in figure
4.4. The power scan is performed in two discharges, in the first one ramped from 0 MW to
0.42 MW in figure 4.7. The sawtooth period is clearly increasing with power. Pulse #16729 in
figure 4.8 continues the scan from 0.42 to 0.8 MW. The power scans are using the NBI sources
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3 and 7, one on and one off-axis source. No complete stabilization is observed in the power
scan discharges, indicating that at least the power of two gyrotronsPECR� 0:8 MW is needed.
To be able to compare all power scans, the scans are all neutral beam heated using the sources
3 and 7. However, complete stabilization is shown in figure 4.9 using the sources 3 and 6.
The combination of the sources 3 and 6 might have a more stabilizing effect on the sawteeth
than the combination of the sources 3 and 7, even that in both cases a central beam source is
combined with a tangential off-axis source. This will be investigated further in future.
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Figure 4.5: Gyrotron power ramp up with central deposition. The sawtooth period can be
further decreased with increasing ECR power.

In figure 4.9, in pulse #14987, using source 3 and 6, stabilization for 2 s could be shown,
the maximum available ECR pulse length in ASDEX Upgrade. Here, one little sawtooth
appears, however, this discharge was repeated several times without showing any sawteeth at
all. To show the complete stabilization, a constant field discharge is presented in figure 4.9
with deposition atρpol � �0:42. The amount of injected ECR power is only a small fraction
of the total heating power, namely 15%. The total driven current ofIECCD= 24 kA, calculated
with a TORBEAM simulation, is sufficient to completely stabilize the sawteeth. During this
stabilization, the (1,1) mode is still present in form of (1,1) fishbone activity. The fishbones
are clearly seen as rapid frequency drops in the lower wavelet plot in figure 4.9. However, the
mode amplitude is decreasing with the ECR pulse from 3.9% to 1.4% and recovers after the
end of the ECR pulse.
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Figure 4.6: The zero component of the FFT, the emissivity, is followed by the first component,
the relative amplitude, shown over the channel number of the diodes of the C camera. The
mode seen is anm= 1 mode.

The SXR amplitude can be normalized by the intensity 2j f f t= f f t0j as the ratio of the first
and the zero component of a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) (compare with the appendix
E). However, this amplitude is not absolute, because it does not take the slope of the zero
component of the FFT into account, which means the peakedness of the signal. For the C
camera, the absolute amplitude of the (1,1) mode is given by the first FFT component divided
by the slope of the zero FFT component (inρpol) at theq= 1 position (absolute amplitude =
relative amplitude/[∆ FFT0/∆ρpol]jq=1).
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Figure 4.7: Gyrotron power ramp up from
zero to 0.4 MW with off-axis deposition. An
increase of the sawtooth period with ECR
power is seen.
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Figure 4.8: Gyrotron power ramp up from
0:4 MW to 0:8 MW with off-axis deposi-
tion. A further increase of the sawtooth pe-
riod with ECR power is seen.

The local driven current is expected to change the shear locally. For co-ECCD deposition
slightly outside theq = 1 surface, the current gradient and with itq0 is expected to decrease.
This has a stabilizing, which means lengthening, effect on the sawtooth period. Inside the
q = 1 surface, the current gradient and with itq0 is expected to increase which leads to a
destabilizing, shortening, effect on the sawtooth period. The modelling of the stabilization
discharge of figure 4.9 with the ASTRA transport code is found in chapter 6.
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Figure 4.9: SXR time trace and wavelet plot, showing the frequency over time, of the constant
B discharge with complete sawtooth stabilization and fishbone activity in sawtooth stabiliza-
tion phase.
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4.3 Influence of Counter-ECCD on Sawteeth

For counter-ECCD, the position of the ECR launching mirrors are changed to a toroidal
launching angle of+150. The beam is now driving current in the opposite direction of the
main plasma current. In figure 4.10, the maximum atρpol ��0:42 observed in the co-ECCD
case is compensated. For central counter-ECCD deposition, a broad maximum is seen with a
maximum sawtooth period of about 800 ms, further off-axis, the sawtooth period is comparable
to the one without ECR. A change in the sawtooth behaviour between co- and counter-ECCD is
clearly observed, while the deposited heating power is comparable for co- and counter-ECCD.
This shows indirectly the presence of ECCD.
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Figure 4.10: ECR deposition inρpol over sawtooth period and sawtooth amplitude with
counter-ECCD

Arguing as in the co-ECCD case, for deposition slightly outside theq= 1 surface, the current
gradient and with itq0 is expected to increase. This has a destabilizing effect on the sawtooth
period while for deposition inside theq= 1 surface, the current gradient and with itq0 is ex-
pected to decrease which leads to a stabilizing effect on the sawteeth. However, this simple
stabilizing effect due to the change in the shear atq = 1 cannot be applied here as it will be
shown by discussing a gyrotron power ramp up.
To investigate the behaviour of the sawtooth period, amplitude and how much power is needed
for stabilization, ECR power ramps are performed. Figure 4.11 shows discharge #15847 (NBI
3,7) with a ramp from zero to 0:8 MW ECR with deposition in the centre (atρpol � �0:07).
The power threshold for complete stabilization is reached with nearly full power of both gy-
rotrons. With 0.7 MW heating power (same counter-ECCD scenario than before), the sawteeth
could be completely stabilized. Figure 4.12 shows that the sawtooth period remains about con-
stant, while the sawtooth amplitude constantly decreases. One would expect stabilization with
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increasing sawtooth period. In discharges with constant field, complete sawtooth prevention
is achieved. The even slightly decreasing sawtooth period and decreasing amplitude in figure
4.12 with increasing power is surprising. The effect here seems due to the slight decrease in
the sawtooth period closer to destabilization than to stabilization, while theρpol scan clearly
shows a stabilizing region with a sawtooth period increase, proven by several constant field
discharges with complete sawtooth prevention. It is a clear example, that the description of
sawtooth behaviour by “stabilization” or “destabilization” is insufficient and has to be used
carefully. During the stabilization phase, a (1,1) mode is present without fishbone activity.
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Figure 4.11: Sawtooth period changes due to a counter-ECCD power ramp up atρpol�+0:01,
NBI beams 3,7. The ECR deposition, the power deposition and current profile are shown.

In figure 4.11 the result of a TORBEAM simulation for the ECR deposition is seen. The
deposition is on-axis, the power deposition and current profile are seen on the right hand side
in figure 4.11. The deposition profile becomes narrower for central deposition than for off-axis
deposition, as seen in figure 2.19.
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In the wavelet plot in figure 4.13, showing the time evolution of mode frequencies, it can be
seen that a (1,1) mode with a frequency of about 10 kHz becomes destabilized, which devel-
ops from the sawtooth precursor, with increasing ECR power. However, the mode amplitude
decreases with increasing ECR power.
The appearance of the stabilization phase in the counter-ECCD case changes with deposi-
tion location. The remaining (1,1) mode does not have fishbone activity but sometimes shows
abrupt changes like jumps in the frequency like in figure 4.13 or shows no change in frequency
at all. In average, the period of the jumps is about 40 ms, which is about half of the previous
sawtooth period.
At the threshold where the sawteeth disappear, the mode is still present and strong enough to
keep the SXR signal constant which means the transport is high enough that impurities do not
accumulate in the plasma centre.
In chapter 6, the discharge #15847 the profiles will be investigated in more detail. Modelling
of discharges with central counter-ECCD with the Porcelli model is not possible, because the
Porcelli model is not valid for reversed shear profiles.
However, from this difference in MHD signature, one can conjecture that the stabilization
mechanisms for off-axis co-ECCD and central counter-ECCD differ.
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Figure 4.14: Gyrotron power ramp up with off-axis counter-ECCD deposition with NBI
sources 3, 7. No big change in the sawtooth period seen, only amplitude decreases.

Analog to the co-ECCD case, a gyrotron power scan is performed with off-axis deposition.
For deposition in the small minimum outside the sawtooth inversion radius, no big change in
the sawtooth period is expected. However, maybe the counter current driven in the deposition
scans is just sufficient to compensate the maximum in the sawtooth period seen in the co-
ECCD case. The sawtooth period is even smaller in the case without current drive in the
following figure 4.15. In this figure, the influence of heating only on the sawtooth period is
investigated. In the experiments with co- and counter-ECCD, the deposited heating power is
comparable. The main difference lies not in the deposited heating power but the local driven
current. In figure 4.14, the sawtooth period could be further decreased as for central co-ECCD
deposition. The magnetic field is kept constant withB=�2:23 T in order to deposit the ECR
in the minimum off-axis where the maximum is observed in the co-ECCD case. The ECR
power is ramped up from approximately 1.0 MW to about 1.7 MW. The sawtooth period could
be lowered from 110 ms without ECR to about 70 ms with ECR.
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4.4 Influence of ECRH on Sawteeth

The discharges with ECRH are performed with one launching angle of +15o and one with -15o.
This means one ECR beam is driving counter-ECCD, the second one co-ECCD. The net cur-
rent is expected to add up to zero, while the deposition profile is comparable to the following
co- and counter-ECCD experiments. A TORBEAM simulation showed for discharge #14883
with deposition atρpol = 0:4 at 3.0 s a net current of 0.2 kA. The total driven current by each
gyrotron is 6.6 kA and 6:8 kA.
In figure 4.15, a maximum in sawtooth amplitude is seen atρpol � �0:45. With a maximum
sawtooth period of about 240 ms, the maximum is lower than with co-ECCD. For deposition
further outside the plasma centre, the sawtooth amplitude is the same than without ECRH.
Inside the sawtooth inversion radius, the period remains mostly below the level without ECR,
similar to the co-ECCD case. It has to be kept in mind that a small net current in co direction
is still driven, because the currents in co and counter direction add up toIECR=0.2 kA.
The ECRH case shows clearly that the change in the sawtooth period does not appear due to
localized heating. The small but very localized driven current is responsible for the change in
the sawtooth period.
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Figure 4.15: ECRH deposition inρpol over sawtooth period and sawtooth amplitude

Close toρpol � �0:1, a second, very narrow peak in sawtooth period is observed. To make
sure that this peak is not a side effect of the overlay of co- and counter-ECCD, a narrow region
is scanned with pure heating. The raw SXR data is shown in figure 4.16. Heating directly
inside the island might be responsible for this reproducible effect. With electron cyclotron
emission data, mode analysis can be performed with higher spacial resolution than with the
SXR diagnostic. The position of the (1,1) mode and with it the island is situated slightly further
outside at aboutρpol � 0:20. However, due to the finite width of the ECR power deposition
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profile, it is possible that part of the power is deposited directly into the island.
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Figure 4.16: SXR time trace ofB field scan with pure ECRH aroundρpol ��0:1



Chapter 5

NTM Control by sawtooth stabilization

In this chapter it will be investigated whether the control of sawteeth is able to prevent the
triggering of NTMs and eventually lead to an increase inβ as has been indicated in JET [26].
This investigation is based on the results of chapter 4, utilizing the knowledgde gained from
experiments with medium NBI power on how to influence sawteeth depending on the deposi-
tion and current drive direction.
In order to be able to trigger NTMs, the injected neutral beam power is increased, resulting in
an increase ofβ. The influence of the different NBI sources on the sawtooth period has to be
taken into account by comparing experimental results obtained with several beam sources. A
mixing effect on the sawteeth due to the neutral beam heating and the ECR is expected.
In the following experiments, the NBI is used as the main heating source in Deuterium plas-
mas. The plasma current is chosen asIp = 0:8 MA and densities of aboutne = 6 �1019 m�3.
As in the previous chapter, sawtooth stabilization is referred to as an increase of the sawtooth
period, while during a complete stabilization phase no sawteeth appear at all. On the other
hand, sawtooth destabilization means a shortening of the sawtooth period.
In the following, experiments are described using co-ECCD and counter-ECCD with central
and off-axis deposition on the high field side.

5.1 Central ECR deposition

In discharges with medium NBI power [40], the sawtooth behaviour can be controlled as de-
scribed in detail in chapter 4. If the ECR is deposited near the plasma centre, complete stabi-
lization is achieved with counter-ECCD and strong destabilization with co-ECCD. However,
the goal of the sawtooth investigation is the suppression of NTMs by controlling the sawtooth
activity. In the discharges #16841,2,3 in figure 5.1, the NBI power is increased up to 12.5 MW
in order to trigger NTMs.
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Figure 5.1: Co-, counter- and no ECCD as reference for central deposition (ρpol � 0:11) with
12.5 NBI power. For counter-ECCD and without any ECR, NTMs are triggered. In the co-
ECCD case, no NTM is triggered due to too lowβ.

In the reference discharge #16842, except for a short ECR phase,no ECR is present. In this
discharge, the sawteeth seem to vanish and fishbone activity is present due to the increase of
the neutral beam power, or the combination of beam sources with deposition on- and off-axis.
The influence of the NI injection geometry is described in section 4.1. NBI source 5 is added
shortly after the ECR pulse, in addition with the already used beam sources 3, 7 (off-axis beam
source) and 8. This combination seems to be responsible for the sawteeth not returning. Strong
fishbone activity with mode amplitudes of 3:5% is present and finally triggers an NTM with
high βN = 2:8, indicated with a solid line in figure 5.1. The mode amplitude is an indication
for the size of the seed island. The higher the absolute amplitude (see E) the larger the seed
island.
In the discharge withco-ECCD deposition (#16843), the sawteeth disappear for central depo-
sition of co-ECCD. The already long sawteeth with low amplitude completely vanish imme-
diately with the ECR onset and do not reappear. In comparison with the lower power pulse
experiments in chapter 4, sawtooth destabilization, which means higher frequent sawteeth, is
observed with central co-ECCD deposition. However, neither sawtooth nor fishbone activity
can be seen in discharge #16843. Only a weak (1,1) mode with a mode amplitude of 1:1% is
still present which is strong enough to keep the SXR signal at the same level, which means that
the impurity content is low in the centre. No NTM is triggered in this discharge, even though
the total heating power is high withPNBI = 12:5 MW. β remains relatively low throughout the
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discharge, withβN;max� 2:5. This value, rather than the absence of the sawteeth might be
responsible for no NTM being triggered. Later in this section, experiments are presented with
poloidal beta feedback control to achieve a constant high beta by variation of the NBI power.
In the sawtooth control experiments, the sawteeth show a strong increase in their period with
centralcounter-ECCD. The discharge #16841 is performed with two gyrotrons and central
counter-ECCD deposition, meaning the same power as the sawtooth control experiments in
chapter 4 and half the power of the two already described discharges #16843 and #16842.
Only fishbone activity is present with a (1,1) mode amplitude of 2:3%, slightly increased com-
pared with the co-ECCD case, until two small events, combining fishbones with sawteeth. A
(3,2) NTM is triggered by the first stronger sawtooth at relatively highβN = 2:7. The vanishing
of the sawteeth might be expected, however, it is more likely that the influence of the neutral
beam injection is responsible for the suppression of the sawteeth as in the two previously de-
scribed discharges.
Summarizing the described set of discharges, the sawtooth behaviour seen in the sawtooth
control experiments with central ECR deposition cannot be observed with high NBI power.
The effect of the NBI injection geometry obviously strongly overlays the ECR effect.
In the discharge #16843 in figure 5.1,β seemed to be too low to trigger an NTM. One option
to increase theβ is to increase the total heating power. In figure 5.2 three discharges are shown
with central co- and counter deposition and one without ECR as a reference discharge.
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Figure 5.2: Co-, counter- and no ECCD for central deposition (ρpol � 0:11) with 15 NBI
power. Immediate NTM triggering observed after the last step in NBI power from 12.5 MW
to 15 MW.

TheβN in discharge #16847 withco-ECCDdeposition is increased as intended. The sawteeth
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still vanish with the onset of the ECR, driving a current ofIECR� 67 kA, calculated with
TORBEAM. However, the destabilization seen in the sawtooth control experiments in chapter
4 cannot be observed. A (3,2) NTM is triggered by a fishbone about 100 ms after the last
step in the NBI power from 12.5 MW to 15 MW. A far stronger confinement decrease than
observed in all prevoiusly discussed high power discharges is seen at the NTM onset with
counter-ECCD, triggered by the first sawtooth after the ECR onset.The high beta loss from
β � 3:0 to β � 2:0 due to the NTM can be explained by the triggering of a (2,1) NTM. It is
well known that a (2,1) NTM leads to a higherβ loss than a (3,2) NTM [37].
In the reference pulsewithout ECR , the sawtooth period is very long. The longest sawtooth
free phase lasts about 320 ms. A (3,2) NTM is triggered even before the maximum in heating
power is reached by the second sawtooth after the long sawtooth free phase.
As a summary, the maximum ECR power currently available in ASDEX Upgrade might not
be sufficient to take enough influence on NTMs with a neutral beam power ofPNBI = 15 MW
together with the not fully known influence of the combination of different NBI sources on
the sawteeth. Continuation experiments are performed with a neutral beam heating power of
PNBI = 12:5 MW.

5.2 Off-axis ECR deposition

In the sawtooth control experiments in chapter 4, sawtooth stabilization is observed for
co-ECCD deposition atρpol � 0:4 while for counter-ECCD a small destabilizing effect or no
big effect at all is eventually seen. One has to keep in mind, that the Shafranov shift, explained
in section 2.1.1, will influence the ECR deposition more strongly than in the sawtooth control
experiments due to the higher neutral beam power. As with the first described on-axis
experiments, the neutral beam heating is ramped up to a maximum ofPNBI = 12:5 MW, seen
in figure 5.3.
With the initial level ofPNBI = 10 MW in the reference dischargewithout ECR , suppression
of the sawteeth and a constant fishbone activity with a mode amplitude of 2:6% is observed.
By increasing the NBI power up toPNBI = 12:5 MW, the fishbones become less frequent and
show an increased mode amplitude up to about 5:8%, finally triggering a (3,2) NTM with
βN � 3:0 and a lower absolute amplitude (which means a smaller seed island) of about 3:3%.
By adding localco-ECCD in the initial PNBI = 10 MW phase, the sawteeth remain absent
while the mode amplitude of the fishbones strongly decreases from 3:9% to 0:68% after
the ECR onset. Obviously, the ECR has a stabilizing effect on the fishbone mode. During
this time, the deposition of the ECR is shifted outwards fromρpol � 0:2 before the ECR to
ρpol � 0:3. By ramping the NBI up toPNBI = 12:5 MW, again, a long sawtooth free phase
of 360 ms is observed until the sawteeth reappear. A (3,2) NTM is triggered by a sawtooth
while the ECR deposition is shifted further out toρpol � 0:44 due to the Shafranov shift. In
the sawtooth stabilization experiments, the deposition scan with co-ECCD in figure 4.4 in
the previous chapter 4 shows that the off-axis maximum in the sawtooth period is found not
to be relatively narrow. A possible explanation is that in discharge #16862, the deposition
location might be moved out of the sawtooth stabilization regime, leading to a reappearance
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of the sawteeth. After the reappearance of the sawteeth, the sawtooth period first becomes
longer and finally becomes shorter again (compare with figure 5.4) until the mode is triggered
by a sawtooth with a relatively short period of about 30 ms with aβN � 3:1. Due to [26],
long sawtooth periods lead to a triggering of an NTM at lowerβ than high frequent sawteeth.
A longer sawtooth period might allow the shear to become larger at the sawtooth crash. It
is usually expected that the NTM is triggered by a big seed island, delivered by the first
sawtooth then having a very big period. However, in this discharge, the NTM onset is delayed
for several sawtooth crashes, until not even the sawtooth with the longest period triggers an
NTM. This seems to be a contradiction to the result in [26].
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Figure 5.3: Co-, counter- and no ECCD for off-axis deposition (ρpol � 0:4) with 12.5 NBI
power. Long sawtooth free period seen for co current drive.

With additional off-axiscounter-ECCD depo-
sition, the sawteeth reappear with the ECR on-
set. After increasing the power from the initial
PNBI = 10 MW to the finalPNBI = 12:5 MW,
beta remains with a maximum ofβN = 2:8 be-
low the values of the no ECR and the co-ECCD
cases. A (4,3) NTM is triggered early, far before
the triggering of the (3,2) NTM, which might
be responsible for the reducedβ. However, a
(4,3) NTM usually does not lead to such a big
decrease of the plasmaβ as the (3,2) NTM [37].
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5.3 Beta feedback control

The most promising of all discharges presented so far in this chapter, is the one with off-axis
co-ECCD deposition #16862, seen in figure 5.3, having a long sawtooth free phase. However,
as explained in the previous section, due to the Shafranov shift, the deposition of the ECR
might be shifted out of the stabilization region.
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Figure 5.5: Co-and counter-ECCD with four gyrotrons. Prevention of the (3,2) NTM achieved
for a complete co-ECCD pulse.

The discharge #17235 in figure 5.5 is designed to stay in this sawtooth free regime. A slight
toroidal field ramp fromBT = �2:26:::� 2:32 T is performed to compensate the Shafranov
shift, responsible for changing the ECR deposition location. The measured magnetic field
ramp can be seen in figure 5.6. In order to receive a high enough and constantβ, poloidalβ
feedback control is applied in #17235 and identical in the reference discharge #17238.
In ASDEX Upgrade, control of the poloidal betaβpol is possible via adaptation of the neutral
beam heating. By real time control of the neutral beam power, withβpol as can be seen in
figure 5.6,βN can be adjusted as well.
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However, in order to achieve a constantβN, defined in equation 1.13, the magnetic field de-
pendance has to be taken into account. To compensate the change inβN due to the field ramp,
a small ramp inβpol is added to compensate the field ramp and to keepβN constant with
βN � 2:8. The ramp inβpol programmed for the discharge #17235 can be seen in figure 5.6 in
comparison with the actual value and enlarged for more detail.
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Figure 5.7: Wavelet plot of #17235 without NTM during ECR pulse. The (3,2) NTM is
triggered by a sawtooth after the ECR pulse.
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In discharge #17235 in figure 5.5,βN is successfully kept constant with the desired value of
βN � 2:8. No big sawtooth crashes appear throughout the complete ECR phase except some
small events in the second half of the ECR pulse. These events are mixtures of fishbones
and sawteeth. A very small sawtooth amplitude and a small but detectable inversion of the
sawtooth at the inversion radius can be seen in the ECE data. However, these ’sawteeth’ are
such a small perturbation in the plasma, that the seed island must be very small. Relevant
fishbone activity is present throughout the ECR pulse, as can be seen in the wavelet plot in
in figure 5.7. The (1,1) mode amplitude of the fishbones is with approximately 2:3% the
same before the ECR onset as during the ECR pulse. But the position of the mode moves
outwards fromρpol � 0:28 to 0:35 with the switch-on of the ECR. Smaller mode amplitude
would deliver smaller seed islands. The smaller the seed island, the less likely an NTM
triggering. However, due to the same mode amplitude, the size of the seed island cannot be
the deciding effect. The movement of the (1,1) mode to further outside the plasma centre
indicates a flattening of theq-profile, which has a stabilizing effect on sawteeth. Even an
impurity event at about 3.5 s does not lead to an NTM triggering. Finally, just after the ECR
power is switched off, a (3,2) NTM appears, triggered by a sawtooth. The onset of the NTM
can be seen in figure 5.5 the Mirnov signal ”EvenN”, showing the presence of modes with
even mode numbers. The time traces of the (3,2) mode amplitude can be seen as well in figure
5.5, showing the far earlier onset on the (3,2) NTM onset in the counter-ECCD case.
Discharge #17238 in figure 5.5 serves as a reference discharge. To keep all profiles compa-
rable to the co-ECCD case, the ECR is not swiched-off, but counter-ECCD is applied. An
early (4,3) NTM is triggered, however, not having much influence onβ. Sawteeth are present
throughout the complete ECR pulse until a (3,2) NTM is triggered early by a fishbone. The
counter-ECCD deposition shows a small influence on the (1,1) mode amplitude. The mode
amplitude slightly decreases from 2:7% before the ECR onset to about 1:3% after the ECR
onset. The fishbone triggering the (3,2) NTM has a similar mode amplitude to the previous
ones, therefore indicating that the seed island size cannot be the deciding criterion. The
position of the (1,1) mode of the fishbones is not as distant from the plasma centre with
ρpol � 0:25 as for the fishbones observed with co-ECCD deposition. However, the (1,1) mode
of the fishbone, triggering the (3,2) NTM, is shifted slightly further outside toρpol � 0:3. The
complete discharge must be in an unstable NTM regime, so that any fishbone can trigger the
NTM.
The same discharge is repeated with half of the ECR powerPECR= 0:8 MW, see figure 5.8.
Even in the co-ECCD case a (3,2) NTM is triggered by a fishbone during the ECR pulse. In
#17142 the mode is not situated as far outside as in #17235 which indicates that the change
in the current profile is weaker. However, a change in the current profile will influence more
the sawtooth behaviour than the NTM onset. A possible explanation could be that other
parameters like the pressure scale length at theq= 3=2, or the position of the (3,2) mode, are
changed due to the off-axis ECR deposition. The power of two gyrotrons is not sufficient to
prevent the NTM.
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Figure 5.8: Off-axis ECR deposition for co-and counter-ECCD with two gyrotrons. The NTM
could not be prevented with four gyrotrons as shown.

In summary, NTM prevention was demonstrated withPECR= 1:6 MW off-axis co-ECCD,
usingβpol feed back control and a magnetic field ramp to adapt the ECR deposition. Further
experiments on the NTM prevention with off-axis co-ECCD deposition will show the degree
of reproducibility and value of this scenario.
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Chapter 6

Interpretation with ASTRA

6.1 ASTRA Transport Code

The ASTRA Automatic System for TRansport Analysis code [29] is a transport code used for
wide applications. It can be used in different ways e.g. predictive or interpretative. In this
chapter, a discharge with complete sawtooth stabilization due to off-axis co-ECCD deposition
is investigated. In this work, the Porcelli model with its sawtooth triggering conditions was
implemented to the ASTRA code. Experimental data is processed and unkown parameters
supplemented by ASTRA. Due to this combination, an interpretative analysis is perfomed,
explaining the diappearance and reappearance of sawteeth.

6.1.1 Definition of Variables

In ASTRA, toroidal symmetry is assumed, using two co-ordinate systems to describe it. In the
cylindrical co-ordinate systemfr;ϕ;zg, the polar axis describes the major torus axis, while in
the second co-ordinate systemfa;Θ;ζg is defined via the magnetic geometry.a stands for an
arbitrary label of a flux surface,Θ the poloidal angle and the toroidal angleζ =�ϕ andR0 the
geometric axis of the vacuum vessel. The basic transport equations in the ASTRA transport
code for the electron densityne, the electron temperatureTe, the ion temperatureTi and the
poloidal fluxΨ are defined using the flux co-ordinate

ρ =

r
Φ

πB0a2 (6.1)

with the toroidal magnetic fluxΦ. ρ represents the minor radius with the dimension of length.
The volumeV of a flux surface witha= const: is defined via a volume integral over the interior
V of this flux surface with its derivativeV 0

=
∂V
∂ρ . The magnetic fieldB and the current density

j are defined using the Maxwell equations:

B = I∇ζ+
1
2π

[∇Ψ�ζ] (6.2)

71
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j =� ∇ζ
2πµ0

r2∇ � ∇Ψ
r2 +

1
µ0

[∇I �∇ζ] (6.3)

Taking toroidal symmetry into account, the scalar functionsψ(a) andI(a) are found by mul-
tiplying the previous two equations with∇θ together with an integration over the volume V.
A dimensionless quantityJ can be introduced that is very close to unity inside and exactly
unity outside the plasma if the poloidal plasma current is far below the current flowing in the
toroidal field coils, which is a good assumption forβ << 1:

J =
I

R0B0
(6.4)

The poloidal and toroidal components of the magnetic field become

Bpol =
j∇ρj
2πr

∂ψ
∂ρ

and Btor =
I
r

(6.5)

In the following transport equations, an average cylinder-like poloidal fieldBp is used with

Bp =
1

2πR0

∂ψ
∂ρ

(6.6)

The transport equations on which the ASTRA code is based on can be written as

1
V 0

�
∂
∂t
� Ḃ0

2B0

∂
∂ρ

ρ
�
(V 0ne)+

1
V 0

∂
∂ρ

Γe = Se (6.7)
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�
∂Ψ
∂t
� ρḂ0

2B0

∂ψ
∂ρ

�
=

J2R0

µ0ρ
∂

∂ρ

�
G2

J
∂ψ
∂ρ

�
� V 0

2πρ
( jBS+ jCD) (6.10)

with the ion densityni = ne=Zi and its fluxΓi = Γe=Zi , neglecting the influence of impurities
and the electron and ion heat fluxesqe andqi . σk is the electrical conductivity,jBS describes
the bootstrap current

jBS=
1
B0

< jBS�B > (6.11)

and jCD the driven current

jCD =
1
B0

< jCD �B > (6.12)

The total current in the longitudinal Ohm’s law adds up to

jk = σkEk+ jBS+ jCD (6.13)
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In ASTRA, the transport equations are represented by the following matrix:0
BBB@

Γe
neqe

neTeqi
niTi

V 0G1
µ0 jBS

Bp

1
CCCA=�V 0G1

0
BB@

Dn De Di DE

χe
n χe χe

i χe
E

χi
n χi

e χi χi
E

Cn Ce Ci 0

1
CCA �
0
BBBB@

1
ne

∂ne
∂ρ

1
Te

∂Te
∂ρ

1
Ti

∂Ti
∂ρ

Ek

Bp

1
CCCCA (6.14)

The coefficientsCn, Ce, Ci, DE, χe
E andχi

E are dimensionaless while the other coefficients have
the dimension

�
m2=s

�
.

With N describing the density of the neutral atoms,srec the recombination rate and the rates of

impact ionization by electronss(e)ion and ionss(i)ion, the source of electronsSe is defined as

Se = s(e)ionNne+s(i)ionNni�srecnine (6.15)

and the electron energy sourcePe and the ion energy sourcePi

Pe = POH�PΓ�Pei�PRAD
e �PN

e +PH
e +PFUS (6.16)

Pi = PΓ +Pei+PN
i +PH

i (6.17)

Pe consists of the Ohmic heating powerPOH due to the toroidal main plasma current density
jtor and the flux surface quantityUpl =

∂ψ
∂t jρ

POH =
1

2πR0
Upl jtor (6.18)

PRAD
e are the power losses due to radiation, the exchange of heat between electron and ion

componentsPΓ =< (∇ρ)2 >
Γe
ne

∂(niTi)

∂ρ andPei =
3me
mi

ne
τe
(Te�Ti) with the electron-ion collision

time τei, while PH
e and PH

i are the auxiliary electron and ion heating powers. The losses
occurring due to atomic processes are

PN
e =

�
s(e)ionNEion+sradNE1+

3
2

srecniTe

�
ne (6.19)

PN
i =

3
2
(sionNTN +scxN(TN�Ti)�srecneTi)ni (6.20)

with the temperature of the neutral atomsTN andscx, srad the charge exchange and radiation
rates with the energiesEion = 13:6 eV andE1 = 10:2 eV. PFUS is the energy created due to
fusion processes.
In the equations 6.7 and 6.14, the surface functionsG1 =< (∇ρ)2 >, G2 =

V 0

4π2 < (
∇ρ
r )

2 > and

G3 =<
R2

0
r2 >=

4π2ρR0
JV0 are used. For more detailes see [29].

In ASTRA, usually the rotational transformµ instead of the safety factorq is used

µ=
1
q
=

∂ψ
∂Φ

=
1

2πB0ρ
∂ψ
∂ρ

=
BpR0

B0ρ
(6.21)

The plasma equilibrium is calculated as described in chapter 2.1.1 via the Grad-Shafranov
equation 2.17.
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6.2 Modelling of Sawtooth Stabilization with the Porcelli
Model

In ASTRA, subroutines can be implemented, allowing the investigation of different areas. The
three sawtooth criteria introduced in the equations 2.65 - 2.68 were added to ASTRA via a
subroutine. In the following simulation, the discharge #14987 is modelled. In this discharge,
a co-ECCD pulse from 2.5 s - 4.5 completely stabilizes the sawteeth. After the switch off of
the ECR, the sawteeth reappear. A central SXR timetrace and a wavelet plot of this discharge
can be seen in figure 4.9.
In the modelling, data for the electron temperatureTe, the ion temperatureTi and the electron
densityne are taken from experimental observation. The electron temperature used in the sim-
ulations is measured by the electron cyclotron emission (ECE) diagnostic, the ion temperature
by charge exchange measurement (CXRS) and the electron density by central Thomson scat-
tering measurements. As maximum, one hundred data points are taken for the time from 2 s
- 5 s, less if the resolution of the diagnostic is less for this discharge. All profiles are revised
manually and unrealistic data points sorted out. A very strong smoothing factor applied for
example to the density profile middles out the steep gradient at the plasma edge leading to a
change in the wholeq-profile. If no smoothing is done, the local density gradient atq = 1
would become less accurate. However, it has to be stressed that using experimental data for
this sawtooth model can only give indications as a result. It has to be kept in mind, that er-
rors for example in the derivative of the calculatedq-profile without MSE, of the calculated
pressure profile and of the measured density profile are made. A detailed modelling of every
appearing sawtooth is not expected. The measured data together with the equilibrium recon-
truction leading to aq-profile are not accurate enough. However, it is expected to find at least
a general development of the parameters describing sawtooth stability with theECR.
The result of the first of Porcelli’s sawtooth triggering criteria, defined by the inequality
�δŴcore > chωDhτA is seen in figure 6.1. If a sawtooth is triggered by the destabilization
of the ideal internal kink mode, the left side of the equation has to exceed the right side. If the
red curve in figure 6.1 tops the blue curve, sawtooth triggering is expected.

time, s
 1.00  2.00  3.00  4.00  5.00  6.00

 -DWC

.03 
 RI  

0 

Figure 6.1: The first criterion for the onset of the ideal kink mode leading to sawtooth trig-
gering, defined by the inequality�δŴcore> chωDhτA with �δŴcore andchωDhτA, is not valid.

The right side of the inequality of criteria one is dependent on a factorch in the order of unity.
Here, this free parameter is chosen asch = 0:4, as used by Porcelli in [13]. Throughout the
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whole discharge, the blue curve lays well over the red curve, indicating that the ideal kink
mode is not responsible for the observed sawtooth stabilization.
In figure 6.2 it can be seen, that criterion two�δŴ > 0:5ω�iτA is also not fulfilled. The red
curve in figure 6.2 shows the total energy functional�δŴ and the green curve the right side
of the inequality 0:5ω�iτA. The green curve is throughout the whole discharge above the red
curve, which indicates that the second criterion is not valid. However, the higher values of
the green curve than the red one fulfill the first part of the third criterion. The inequality
�cρρ̂ < �δŴ < 0:5ω�iτA has to be valid so that thecritical shear criterions1 > scrit for the
sawtooth onset becomes relevant.

time, s
 1.00  2.00  3.00  4.00  5.00  6.00

 -DWA
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 L3  
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Figure 6.2: Second criterion�δŴ > 0:5ω�iτA is not fulfilled. Inequality�cρρ̂ < �δŴ <

0:5ω�iτA which has to be fulfilled if critical shear criterion is relevant withRII = 0:5ω�iτA,
�DWA=�δŴ andL3=�cρρ̂ is valid.

The very left side of the inequalityL3= �cρρ̂ is proportional to the free parametercρ in the
order of unity. In figure 6.2 this parameter is chosen tocρ = 1 as in [13].
Due to the validity of the last inequality 2.68, the behaviour of the critical shear at theq= 1
surfacescrit = α(S1=3ρ̂)1=2

(βi1R2=r̄2
1)

7=12
(r̄1=rn)(r̄1=r p)

1=6 compared with the real shear at the
q= 1 surfaces1 has to be investigated. In figure 6.4, a comparison of the shearsheaatq= 1 and
the critical shearSCRIatq= 1 is seen. Due to the dependance ofα on the parameter(c�)�7=6,
the critical shear can be adjusted. The parameterα and the electron and ion temperatures
Te = TEY andTi = TIY, on whichα is only dependent, can be seen in figure 6.3.α does
not vary much in time, it mainly shifts the critical shear on they-axis in figure 6.3 due to the
dependence onc�.
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time, s
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Figure 6.3: The development of the electron temperaturete = TEY, of the ion temperature
Ti = TIY andα = ALPH. α is only dependent on the temperaturesTe andTi .

The parameterc� is dependent on the plasma shape. It has to be of order unity and is chosen to
c� = 1 to represent the experimental observations, while in [13] it is chosen asc� = 3. That the
chosen parameter is different to that in [13] can be explained by the differences in the plasma
shape. In the section 2.2.2, it is shown thatc� is supposed to be between two and four. On the
one hand, unity is very close to the interval 2-4, on the other hand does a change in the choice
of c� only affect the position of the curve on the y-axis in figure 6.4. By changingc�, the curve
is shifted on the y-axis. The parameter in [13] are chosen for simulations for the planned next
step fusion device ITER, changes due to the different size and geometry is expected. It has to
be shown in future if all chosen constants are the same for all ASDEX Upgrade discharges.

time, s
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Figure 6.4: The critical shear criterions1 > scrit for the sawtooth onset is not valid during most
part of the ECR pulse. The shear atq= 1 sheais decreasing with the ECR pulse and after its
switch-off slowly recovering. The critical shearSCRIis with the ECR onset slowly increasing
over thevalue of the shear atq = 1 and decreasing after the end of the ECR pulse below the
level of the shear atq= 1.

The shear atq= 1 drawn in blue, calculated by ASTRA using the ASDEX Upgrade standard
equilibrium reconstruction (FPP), is stronger decreasing with the onset of the ECR than before.
During the pulse, the shear is nearly constant until it starts to recover after the switch-off of the
ECR. A temporal delay in the shear with respect to the ECR onset is seen until it reaches its
constant value and until it recovers. This is expected because a change in the shear is a resistive
process taking place with the long resistive time scale. The red curve, the critical shear, starts
to slightly increase with the beginning of the ECR pulse and remaines about constant until it
starts to decrease with the end of the ECR pulse. The Gaussian deposition profile of the ECR
can be seen on the right side of figure 6.5.
In ASTRA, theq-profile tends to be higher than in experimental observations. The result is for
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this simulation, that the averageq= 1 radius is too low. To be consistent, all values are taken
at theq= 1 position calculated by ASTRA. However in the case of the poloidal beta, this has
a huge influence. As seen in figure 6.5,βpol increases strongly towards the plasma centre.

0 

Time=4.090
 dt=10.00

.3  

jECR 

1 rho_tor

10
Time=4.090
 dt=10.00

0

BETP 

1rho_pol

Figure 6.5:Left side: Profile of βpol = BETPat t =4.09 over the flux co-ordinateρtor. A
huge change inβpol is seen for small variations in the position of theq= 1 surface.Right side:
Gaussian deposition profilejECRover the flux co-ordinateρtor with off-axis deposition.

In figure 6.5, the profile of theβpol is seen. For very small variations in the position of the
q = 1 surface, large changes inβpol are observed. In the simulation, onlyβpol is used as if
q= 1 would be situated at a fixed position. The critical shear criterion is not influenced by this
fixation, only the energy potentials. This change is discussed later in this chapter. In figure
6.9, the change of the localβpol1 with an averageq= 1 radius of 0.2 m.
In figure 6.6, the pressure and density scale lengths are shown. The pressure scale length
r p = SCAPin the blue curve, shows no tendency to lead the development in the critical shear

due toscrit � r�1=6
p . The same dependence as the final critical shear is seen in the density scale

lengthrn = SCAN. The critical shear depends on the density scale length withscrit � r�1
n .
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Figure 6.6: The pressure scale lengthSCAPshows the same development as the critical shear.
The density scale lengthSCANis about constant and does not influence the critical shear in a
way leading to the main development of the critical shear.

Figure 6.7 shows the development of the averageq= 1 radius. The critical shear is dependent
on the averageq= 1 radius through the Reynolds number and the normilization of the pressure
and density scale lenghts. The total dependence results into((r2

1)
1=3 � r�1

1 )
1=2 � (r�2

1 )
7=12 � r1 �
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r1=6
1 = r�1=6

1 . This explains well the inverse behaviour of the critical shear compared to the
critical shear.
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Figure 6.7: Development of the average radius of theq = 1 surfaceQAV, showing the same
tendency as the critical shear.

The magnetic Reynolds numberSMRis drawn in figure 6.8 in red. It shows the same devel-
opment as the critical shear due to its quadratic dependence on the averageq= 1 radius. The
ion Larmor radiusRLI, the blue curve, does not change much except some variations. The ion
Larmor radius cannot be the driving force in the development of the critical shear.
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Figure 6.8: The magnetic Reynolds numberSMRshows the same development as the critical
shear due to its quadratic dependence on the averageq= 1 radius. The ion Larmor radiusRLI
does not change much except some variations.

Finally, the last dependence not yet discussed, is the dependence of the critical shear on the
ion toroidalβi1 at theq= 1 surface. It is shown in figure 6.9 as the red curve withBI1= βi1.
No clear change in beta is seen, except some variations. Consequently,βi1 is not the critical
parameter influencing the critical shear in the observed development.
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Figure 6.9: Time trace of poloidalβpol = BTPLwith fixed averageq= 1 radius of 0:2 m and
ion toroidalβi1 at theq= 1 surface
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The main driving forces in the development of the critical shear are the density scale length
and the averageq = 1 radius. The actual development of theq-profile can be seen in figure
6.10. The profiles of the safety factorq, of the inverse of the safety factor, the rotational
transform, 1=q= µ and the shear before the ECR is deposited with driving co-ECCD, during
the deposition (from 2.5 s - 4.5 s) and after the ECR deposition.
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Figure 6.10: Profiles of the safety factorq, the inverse of the safety factor 1=q = µ and the
shear before, while and after the off-axis co-ECCD deposition.

Clearly, the change in the shear can be seen. However, the change inq andµ is very small, so
that it is difficult to recognize the difference in figure 6.10.
In the following figures, the different energy functionals are shown. The Bussac termDWBU
drawn in the red curve in figure 6.11 added to the elongation termDWEL in blue results in
the MHD termDWMH, seen in figure 6.12. Both terms are negative leading to a negative
potential MHD energy as expected.
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Figure 6.11: As expected, the Bussac energy potentialDWBU and the elongation termDWEL
are negative, which results in a destabilizing effect.

Additional to the negative red curve for the MHD energy potential, in figure 6.12 the Kruskal-
Obermann termDWKOis shown in blue. As expected for standard tokamak profiles, this term
is positive which means stabilizing.
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Figure 6.12: The MHD term, a combination of the Bussac and elongation terms,DWHM is
negative as expected. The Kruskal-Obermann termDWKOshows the stabilizing effect of the
collisionless trapped thermal particles with its positive sign.

In figure 6.13, the fast particle term is seen, drawn in blue. As well as the Kruskal-Obermann
term, the fast particle termDWFAis postive as expected due to the stabilizing effect of fast par-
ticles. The core energy potentialDWCO, as presented in 6.1, here as a red curve, is the addition
of the MHD term with the Kruskal-Obermann term. The destabilizing MHD effect exceeds
the stabilizing effect of the collisionless trapped thermal particles, resulting in a negative term
for the core energy potential.
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Figure 6.13: The core energy functionalDWCOis negative, which means the negative desta-
bilizing MHD energy exceeds the stabilizing Kruskal-Obermann part. The fast particle term
DWFArepresenting the fast particle stabilization, is positive as expected.

Previously, it was mentioned that theq value at which the localβpol;1 is used, is fixed by
chosing the averageq = 1 radius constant. If the averageq = 1 radius is used for the local
βpol;1, the inequality�cρρ̂ < �δŴ < 0:5ω�iτA is no longer valid, as can be seen in figure
6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Change in the total energy funcional�δŴ in comparison with the left sideL3
and the right sideRII of the inequality belonging to the critical shear criterion.

Due to the strong dependence onβpol of the Bussac term of the energy functional, this term
decreases drasticly withβpol. δŴBus would dominate the total energy functional. Due to the
neutral beam heating, it is not necessarily expected that the critical shear criterion is valid. The
fast particle term might play an important role. However, at JET it was found by Angioni [35],
that�δŴ becomes so negative, that the left part of the inequality�cρρ̂ <�δŴ < 0:5ω�iτA is
no longer valid. This is the opposite effect than observed without fixingbetapol.

In the simulation in figure 6.15 the bootstrap current is added to the current profile. This self-
created current due to the pressure gradient and the precession of the fast trapped particles is
situated mainly off-axis. However, the whole current profile changes due to this additional
current. This change in the current profile results in a decrease of the shear at theq= 1 surface
without recovering after the switch-off of the ECR.
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Figure 6.15: Development of the shear at theq = 1 surface by taking the influence of the
bootstrap current into account. The centralq is in contradiction to the experiment decreasing
without recovery after the end of the ECR pulse.

In the experiment, the sawtooth precursor is observed at the sameq value as before the ECR
pulse. This is a strong indication that theq-profile has recovered to similar values as before the
ECR pulse. Because of this result that is not representative for the experimental observations,
the bootstrap current was not taken into account in the simulation, presented above. However,
due to correct signs of the different terms of the energy potential and the reasonable develop-
ment of the critical shear, it can be assumed that the simulation is reasonable.
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A rough estimate was given of the different terms in the Porcelli criteria. The critical shear
criterion seems to be the valid criterion for the sawtooth onset. Two effects have been identi-
fied: The change in the critical shear (due the development of the average radius of theq= 1
surface the density scale length) and the shear itself. The leading order physics is expected to
be identified but the simulation is far from being quantitative.
In future simulations, aq-profile closer to the experimental profile has to be specified atq0 and
q= 1 by using SXR and ECE data. If theq-profile is fixed, the bootstrap current can be reintro-
duced without leading the shear close to zero, which means the centralq to one or even above
one. Usually, more reliableq profiles can be found due to the combination of Motional Stark
Effect (MSE) measurements with the equilibrium reconstruction. However, the diagnostic is
currently not available.

6.3 Modelling of Central Counter-ECCD Deposition

By modelling the discharge #15847 (gyrotron power ramp, compare figure 4.13), it will be
seen, that due to the central counter-ECCD deposition, the central shear is reversed. However,
the Porcelli model is derived for monotonic increasingq-profiles. It cannot be applied for
counter-ECCD discharges with central deposition. Even though the Porcelli model cannot be
applied, modelling ofq profile and the shear with ASTRA is still possible.
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Figure 6.16:q profile and shear with central counter-ECCD deposition of #15847 for 3.946 s
(still sawteeth present) and 4.736 s (sawtooth suppression).

In figure 6.16, the profiles of the shear and ofq are shown for the time pointt = 4:74 s. At
this time, the sawteeth are suppressed in #15847. Marked with a green line is the assumed
q = 1 surface. The position of theq = 1 calculated by ASTRA (marked with a horizontal
line) is consistent with the assumed position, the derivative of theq, the shear, becomes zero.
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For counter-ECCD deposition inside, but close toq = 1, a decrease of the shear would be
expected which is supposed to have a stabilizing effect on the sawteeth. However, in #15847
as described in section 4.3, the sawtooth period even slightly shortens before the sawteeth
disappear. If the decrease of the shear would be the stabilizing effect, the sawtooth period
would become longer.
By comparing the earlier time point when there is still sawtooth activity (left figure of 6.16 with
later time point when the sawteeth are suppressed (right figure), it is seen that the centralq is
very flat but below unity then rises and reverses. When the sawteeth disappear, the minimum
of q seems to be unity. In the case of reversed shear and a minimumq below unity, two
q= 1 surfaces exist. In this case, sawtooth crashes can happen due to the field line breaking
on bothq = 1 surfaces [42], [43]. However, in figure 6.16 it seems that in #15847 only one
q = 1 surface exists in the minimum of theq profile. It is possible that the minimumq is
even slightly higher than unity. With aq profile only just above unity, a (1,1) mode can still
exist, but without showing sawtooth activity. The destabilized (1,1) mode, as mentioned in
section 4.3 might be strong enough that no impurity accumulation takes place and sawteeth
are not “necessary”. However, it has to be kept in mind that the equilibrium reconstruction,
calculating the q-profile, is not exact especially in the plasma centre.
It can be concluded, that the combination of the destabilization of the (1,1) mode together with
a minimumq of unity with reversed shear andq-profile might lead to the observed sawtooth
suppression.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

In this work, active control of a magnetohydrodynamic instability, the so-called sawtooth
instability, occuring in magnetically confined fusion plasmas is investigated. Mainly the
variation in the sawtooth period due to changing the Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating
and Current Drive (ECCD) in co and counter direction to the main plasma current is studied.
Part of this thesis work was operating and designing a new system for the Soft X-Ray (SXR)
diagnostic, an important tool in observing sawtooth instability.

The SXR system uses semiconductor diodes to measure the plasma radiation. This radiation
consists of continuous background radiation, dependent on the bremsstrahlungsspektrum and
the line radiation of partly ionized impurities. In the former system, the diodes are arranged
radially around a pinhole. The advantage of these diodes is their flexibility of single diodes
compared to a diode chip. Only single diodes can be ordered radially around the pinhole, re-
sulting in the same focal length for all diodes. These diode have a large surface, resulting in
high intensity of the signal with good resolution. A disadvantage is that they have a very high
replacement cost.
The new cameras are equipped with flat diode chips, containing 35 diodes. The advantage of
these diode chips is the far cheaper cost. One diode chip has half the cost of one single diode.
The cameras are designed to allow an easy removal of the chip. Due to very likely neutron
damage, the diodes need replacement approximately every other year to guarantee good sig-
nals. The disadvantage of the diodes on the chip is its smaller size. Due to the smaller size, the
intensity and resolution reduces. However, the camera itself can be constructed in a smaller
size. This is an important advantage due to lack of space in the vacuum vessel.
A test system was successfully installed in April 2002. A clearly improved resolution is ob-
served for mode activity in the high frequency range compared to former diodes, approxi-
mately 1.5 years old. Two more cameras were constructed in summer 2003 and included in
the torus in August 2003. These three cameras are situated close to the midplane and more
cameras will be installed to allow high quality tomographic reconstruction.
The SXR was the main diagnostic used to investigate the sawtooth instability. In a simple
model of this instability, the fast ejection of the hot plasma core leads to a change in the cen-
tral temperature of the form of a sawtooth. One goal of this thesis was to learn how to control

85
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the sawtooth period, the time between two sawtooth crashes. The control of the sawtooth pe-
riod was investigated using the very localized electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH)
and current drive (ECCD). The amount of ECR heating power is with roughly 10-20% small
compared to the main heating power of the neutral beam injection (NBI). However, the neutral
beam injection also influences the sawteeth. The influence of the injection geometry of the
different neutral beam sources was investigated. As a result, the most tangential beam sources
with the most off-axis deposition have a strong stabilizing effect on the sawteeth, which means
a strong increase in the sawtooth period. It was shown that the neutral beam driven current is
probably responsible for this stabilization. It could be excluded that the fast particles created
by the NBI are responsible for this effect. Further investigation is planned including modelling
of the fast trapped and fast passing particles. Experiments are planned showing the influence
of a combination of two beam sources on the sawtooth period, one depositing close to the
plasma centre and the second either off- or on-axis, .
It was shown that the sawtooth period can be influenced by ECCD in co or counter direction
to the plasma current dependent on the ECR deposition location. Due to the magnetic field
dependence of the cyclotron resonance frequency, the deposition location can be varied with
the magnetic field. The influence of the ECR deposition location on the sawtooth period was
scanned systematically from far on the high field side (HFS) up to the low field side (LFS) by
magnetic field ramps. For co-ECCD deposited inside the sawtooth inversion radius destabi-
lization of the sawteeth is observed. The sawtooth period is about half of the sawtooth period
without ECR. This destabilization can be explained by the simple picture of a current driven
close to the spacial position of the instability. The sawtooth period could be further decreased
with increasing ECR power and increasing current drive. A maximum in the sawtooth pe-
riod is observed for deposition far from the plasma centre . The sawtooth period is about six
times higher in this maximum in the field scan than in a reference discharge without ECR.
By depositing the ECR where the maximum in the sawtooth period was observed in the mag-
netic field scans, complete sawtooth stabilization, meaning no sawteeth at all, was observed
throughout a whole ECR pulse with its maximum duration of 2 s.
This observation was modelled by implementing the Porcelli model for the sawtooth period
into the ASTRA transport code. In this model, three criteria for the sawtooth period are pre-
sented. One criterion takes the influence of the fast trapped particles into account, the second
one the influence of the thermal trapped particles. Both criteria do not seem do be valid for
the modelled discharge. The last criterion predicts a sawtooth if the shear of the magnetic field
lines at the position of the instability exceeds a calculated critical shear. Using experimental
data in the modelling, this critical shear seems to be influenced mainly by the density scale
length and of the radius of the instability deposition. With this analysis, the leading order
physics is expected to be identified, however, the modelling is far from being quantitative.
The influence of the current driven against the direction of the plasma current was investi-
gated. In magnetic field scans with counter-ECCD deposition, the reverse to central co-ECCD
deposition is observed. A broad maximum in the sawtooth period is found for deposition in
the plasma centre. The sawteeth can be completely suppressed throughout a whole ECR pulse
with its maximum duration.
As a reference to the current drive experiments, the influence of heating only is investigated. A
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similar but much weaker effect than with co-ECCD is seen, clearly showing that the changes
in the sawtooth period with co- and counter-ECCD are due to the driven current.
Sawteeth can lead to the triggering of neoclassical tearing modes (NTM). This instability is
limiting the stored energy of the plasma. The stabilization of these NTMs was and is under in-
vestigation in current research. It was investigated wheather the control of one trigger process
could prevent the onset of an NTM. The new gained knowledge how to tailor sawteeth was
applied on plasmas with far higher heating power. However, it was observed, that the sawtooth
behaviour changes with high NBI power. Next to the increased heating power, the five differ-
ent NBI sources with different injection geometries already influence the sawteeth themselves.
This effect has to be taken into account additionally to the effect due to ECCD. However, as a
main result of this thesis, the prevention of the NTM was achieved for a complete ECR pulse
with off-axis co-ECCD deposition. The deposition has to be chosen very exactly and shifts in
the deposition location have to be compensated.
In the future, further investigation of the influence of the neutral beam injection geometry is
planned as well as the influence of combinations of beam sources with different injection ge-
ometries.
Due to the unclear result in the development of the sawtooth period in the high power NTM
experiments, the magnetic field scans are planned to be performed at higher beam power, rep-
resenting an intermediate NBI power of the previous experiments. The power should not be
high enough to trigger NTMs yet, however, a change in the sawtooth behaviour might be ob-
served.
In the high power experiments NTM prevention was achieved for off-axis co-ECCD deposi-
tion. It has to be proven that this important result can be reproduced and thus consolidated.
Currently, a new ECRH system is under construction with steerable mirrors. In the future,
adjustments of the ECR deposition in the upper or lower midplane instead of the HFS or LFS
can be done during a discharge by adjusting the mirror angle. The application of a magnetic
field ramp would be no longer necessary.
It still has to be shown, if the prevention of NTMs is possible for central deposition due to the
creation of fast small sawteeth.
The sawtooth control is already in use for transport investigations with and without sawteeth
[41] and in discharges with pellet induced edge localized modes (ELMs) [44]. Further appli-
cation is planned in so-called advanced scenario discharges where an early NTM triggering
may be a problem.
In summary, a method for sawtooth control was established. The modelling of these results
led to the identification of the leading physics mechanisms. The triggering of an NTM could
be prevented by successfully applying the gained knowledge in sawtooth control.
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Appendix A

The Tokamak ASDEX Upgrade
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Figure A.1: Outline of the ASDEX Upgrade Tokamak
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The tokamak ASDEX Upgrade, anAxiSymmetricDivertor EXperiment, has the dimensions
of a middle sized tokamak device. A sketch of the vessel can be seen in figure A.1. It is named
after its predecessor ASDEX, introducing the very successful divertor concept. A so-called
divertor minimizes the interaction of the plasma with the first wall and leads therefore to a
better confinement of the plasma. Due to this strongly improved confinement, the pricipal
concept is even transferred to other fusion devices such as stellarators (island divertor). In
ASDEX Upgrade, the plasma is controlled via twelve vertical field coils. Usually, the toroidal
field is kept constant during a discharge, but it can be varied in the region of 10% of the toroidal
field. The set of plasma control coils are connected to a computer with real time control. A
large amoumt of measuring coils are installed in ASDEX Upgrade allowing this computer to
find the real values of the plasma position and shape and to correct the current in the main field
coils.
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Figure A.2: Comparison of ASDEX Upgrade and the next step fusion device ITER.

A comparison of the poloidal cross sections of ASDEX Upgrade with the recently installed
divertor IIb and the future next step fusion device ITER is seen in figure A.2. The cross
section of these devices are very similar, showing the ITER relevance of the smaller device
ASDEX Upgrade.
The technical data and some typical plasma parameters of ASDEX Upgrade are shown in the
following tables.
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Technical data:

Total height of the experiment 9 m

Total radius over all 5 m

Weight of the experiment 800 t

Material of the first wall carbon

Number of toroidal field coils 16

Number of poloidal field coils 12

Maximum magnetic field 3.1 T

Plasma current 0.4 MA - 1.6 MA

Pulse duration < 10 s

Time between pulses 15 - 20 min

Amount of data / pulse approx. 0.5 GByte

Plasma heating: up to 27 MW

Ohmical heating 1 MW

Neutral beam injection heating20 MW (with 2H = D)

Injection energy 60 keV and 100 keV

Ion-Cyclotron heating 6 MW (30 MHz - 120 MHz)

Electron-Cyclotron heating 2 x 2 MW (120 GHz)

Table A.1: Technical data of ASDEX Upgrade

Typical plasma parameters:

Major plasma radiusR0 1.65 m

Minor horizontal plasma radiusa 0.5 m

Minor vertical plasma radiusb 0.8 m

Ellipticity b=a 1.8

Triangularity (top/bottom) 0.1 / 0.3, since 1999: 0.4 / 0.4

Plasma types deuterium, hydrogen, helium

Plasma volume 14 m3

Plasma mass 3 mg

Electrondensity 1 x 1020 m�3

Plasma temperature 60 to 100 million degree

Table A.2: Typical plasma parameters of ASDEX Upgrade
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Appendix B

Dispersion Relation

The propagation of waves in plasmas is limited due to reflection layers, called cut-offs, and
absorption of the wave. The propagation is calculated by combining Faraday’s and Amp`ere’s
law:

∇�∇�E =�ε0µ0
∂2E
∂t2 �µ0

∂j
∂t

(B.1)

By describing the electric and magnetic fiels via plane wavesψ = ψ0 �exp[i(k � r �ωt)] one
achieves the wave equation in theω-k space (withε0µ0 = 1=c2):

k� (k�E)+
ω2

c2 � ε �E = 0 (B.2)

with the dielectric tensorε [45]
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The cyclotron frequencyωc j is defined as

ωc j �
e�B0

mj
(B.9)
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qj becomesqe =�1 andqi =+1. The plasma frequency can be written as

ω2
p j =

q2
j nj

mjε0
(B.10)

with j = e; i.
If k is replaced by the refraction indexN = kc=ω and N chosen in the x-z surface,N =

(Nsinθ;0;Ncosθ), the following set of equations is achieved by using the wave equation
(B.2):

jjRjj �E =

2
4 S�N2cos2θ �iD N2cosθsinθ

iD S�N2 0
N2cosθsinθ 0 P�N2sin2 θ

3
5 �
2
4 Ex

Ey

Ez

3
5= 0: (B.11)

A solution can be found forjjRjj= 0, which can be written as the following equation

AN4�BN2
+C = 0 (B.12)

with

A= Ssin2 θ+Pcos2 θ (B.13)

B= RLsin2 θ+PS(1+cos2θ) (B.14)

C = PRL (B.15)

The solution of equation B.12 becomes

N2
=

B� [(RL�PS)2sin4 θ+4P2D2cos2 θ]1=2

2A
: (B.16)

Becomes the refraction indexN ! 0, the wave en-
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Figure B.1: Clemmov-Mullaly-Allis
diagramme

counters a cut-off and is reflected. ForN ! ∞, the
resonance condition is fulfilled, the wave is absorbed.
Depending on the propagation angle, different types
of waves are found. The propagation of these
waves can be seen in the Clemmov-Mullaly-Allis
diagramme [46] in figure B. The x-axis is den-
sity dependent and the y-axis magnetic field depen-
dent. The small diagramme show polar diagrammes,
showing the angular dependence of the different
wave types.
For parallel propagation withΘ = 0, for P = 0 the
electron plasma oscillation is described.N2

= R be-
comes the transversal right circualar polarized wave
with the righthand cut-off forR= 0. The mode is
absorbed forR= ∞, the electron cyclotron resonance.N2

= L gives the left circualar polar-
ized wave, reflected at the lefthand cut-offL = 0. Absorption takes place forL = ∞, the ion
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cyclotron resonance.
If the wave propagates in a transversal direction, the solutionN2

= P gives the ordinary
wave (O-mode), reflected at the plasma cut-offP = 0. The extra-ordinary wave (X-mode)
N2

= RL=S is reflected at the cut-offsR= 0 or L = 0 and absorbed atS= 0, the upper hybrid
resonance.
The orange curve in figure B.1 outlines the wave propagation in ASDEX Upgrade. The second
harmonic of the electron cyclotron wave is launched in X-mode. The wave can penetrate the
plasma up to the centre without encountering any cut-offs, until it is absorped at the electron
cyclotron resonanceR= ∞. A wave in X-mode launched in the frequency of the first har-
monic would be reflected at righthand cut-offR= 0. The wave cannot propagate in the region
betweenR= 0 andS= 0. The wave could not reach the resonance.
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Appendix C

Kadomtsev Model

Figure 2.9 was created by using examples of the initial and final helical flux function, the
corresponding parabolic current profile and the safety factor profile[7]. The magnetic field
was chosen asB0 = 2:0 T, R as major radius of ASDEX UpgradeR= 1:65 m, the central
safety factor asq0(0) = 0:95 andrs = 0:25 m.

ψinitial (r) =
B0

R

�
1

q0(0)
�1

�
r2

2

�
1� r2

2r2
s

�
(C.1)

j initial (r) = ∇2ψ0+2B0=R=
2B0

Rq0(0)

�
1�2(1�q0(0))

r2

r2
s

�
(C.2)

qinitial (0) =
rB0

R

�
dψ0

dr
+

rB0

R

��1

=

�
1+

�
1

q0(0)�1

��
1� r2

r2
s

���1

(C.3)

By using area conservation
r1jdr1j+ r2jdr2j= rjdrj (C.4)

with dr1 < 0 and dr2 > 0 for dr > 0 (see figure C) equation C.4 can be solved to

r2
2� r2

1 = r2 (C.5)

This means, after the completed reconnection and the restoration of the polodal symmetry,
each reconnected surface forms a circle with a radiusr. With equation C.1 in the helical flux
conservation dψ�

=const.

dψ�
=

dψ0

dr

����
1
dr1 =

dψ0

dr

����
2
dr2 =

dψ f inal

dr
dr (C.6)
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one obtains the corresponding functions after the sawtooth crash

ψ f inal(r) =
B0

R

�
1

q0(0)
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�
r4
1

4

�
1� r4

4r4
1
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(C.7)
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1
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(C.9)
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Figure C.1: The flux functionψ befor and after a sawtooth crash



Appendix D

Sawtooth Period Scans without
Normalization

By ramping the magnetic field, the ECR deposition can be shifted. As presented in chapter
4, three series magnetic field scans are performed: one for co-ECCD, one for counter-ECCD
and one as a reference with pure heating. These discharges are mainly neutral beam heated
plasmas, using two neutral beam sources, however not always the identical sources. The in-
fluence of the injection geometry of different neutral beam sources on the sawtooth period is
investigated. It is found that the sources with the most off-axis deposition and most tangen-
tial injection have a completely different effect on the sawtooth period than the other beam
sources.
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Figure D.1: Magnetic Field Scan with co-ECCD. The sawtooth period in [ms] is drawn over
the ECR deposition inρpol.

This change in the sawtooth period motivated the normalization of the sawtooth period, influ-
enced by ECR, with the period of an identical discharge without ECR. Due to this normal-
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ization, the effect of the injection geometry is taken out. By the normalization, the absolute
value of the sawtooth period in [ms] cannot be seen. In figure D.1, the sawtooth period without
normalization is shown over the ECR deposition, driving co-ECCD.
Between two discharges, jumps in the sawtooth period with and in the ones without ECR can
be seen. These jumps vanish by the normalization. In the following figures D.1 and D.3, the
magnetic field scans are shown for counter-ECCD and pure heating without normalization.
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Figure D.2: Magnetic Field Scans showing the sawtooth period overρpol with counter-ECCD.
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for counter-ECCD. The toal current adds up to nealy zero.



Appendix E

Mode Amplitude Analysis

The mode amplitudes of some discharges are listed in the following tables. The time point
of the analysis is given as well as the mode position, found by SXR analysis. “C” is written
for the SXR C camera, as well as “A” for the A camera with lines of sight rectangular to the
C camera, and “B” for the B camera. The relative mode amplitude found by using the SXR
is given in 2j f f t= f f t0j[%] as the ratio of the first and the zero component of a Fast Fourier
Transformation (FFT). However, this amplitude is still not absolute, because it does not take
the slope of the zero component of the FFT into account, which means the peakedness of the
signal. For the C camera, the relative amplitude of the (1,1) mode is divided with the slope
of the zero FFT component at theq= 1 position: absolute amplitude = relative amplitude/[∆
FFT0/∆ρpol]jq=1.
The mode amplitude calculated with the Mirnov diagnostic is given as MTR
[T] = Ḃ[T=s]=ω[1=s].

Discharge #14987 with complete sawtooth stabilization with co-ECCD (MiniSoX C-camera
not yet installed):

time ρpol B A MTR [10�3mT] comment

2.3s 0.20 3.9% 15% 2.5/19000=0.132 before ECR
3.29s 0.20 1.4% 5% 1.7/16500=0.103 with ECR
4.74s 0.15 2.8% after ECR
4.73s 0.15 3.1% after ECR

Ctr-ECCD gyrotron power ramp up, discharge #15847:

time ρpol C abs. A MTR [10�3mT] comment

ca. 1.8s 0.25 3.2% 5.5% no MTR before ECR
2.51s 0.25 5% 2.6% no MTR with ECR
4.1s 0.25 2% 0.8% no MTR with ECR
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Discharge #16841 with central ctr-ECCD deposition,PNBI = 12:5 MW, no feedback control:

time ρpol C abs.

3.37s 0.25 2.3%

Discharge #16842 without ECR deposition:

time ρpol C abs.

2.32s 0.25 3.5%

Discharge #16843 with central co-ECCD deposition,PNBI = 12:5 MW, no feedback control:

time ρpol C abs.

2.31s 0.25 1.7%
3.25s 0.25 1.1%

Discharge #16862 with co-ECCD deposition,PNBI = 12:5 MW, no feedback control:

time ρpol C abs. A B MTR [10�3mT] comment

2.12s 0.20 3.9% 13% 9/17300=0.520 before ECR
2.31s 0.18 3.0% 5% 14/17900=0.782 before ECR
2.67s 0.3 0.68% 2% 9/15400=0.584 with ECR
3.04s 0.25 0.96% 1.5% 10/15700=0.637
3.36s 0.25 0.67% 10% 9% 23/17400=1.322
3.775s 0.25 0.63% 20% 26/19000=1.368 NTM trigger

Discharge #16863 with ctr-ECCD deposition,PNBI = 12:5 MW, no feedback control:

time ρpol C abs. A MTR [10�3mT] comment

2.31s 0.25 1.4% 5% 15/17600=0.852 before ECR
3.26s 0.2 0.9% 3% 10/17400=0.575
3.35s 0.25 3.0% 5% 14/17800=0.787
3.368s 0.25 3.1% 7% 15/16900=0.888 NTM trigger
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Reference discharge without ECR #16864,PNBI = 12:5 MW, no feedback control:

time ρpol C abs. A MTR [10�3mT] comment

2.1s 0.2 3.8% before ECR
2.8s 0.3 2.6% 4.5% 18/16000=1.125
3.08s 0.22 5.8% 15% 20/19000=1.053
3.19s 0.3 3.3% 15% 30/17000=1.765 about NTM trigger

Repeat of discharge with successful NTM prevention with half the ECR power. In #17142
NTM was triggered:

time ρpol C abs. comment

1.67s 0.28 2.6% before ECR
2.82s 0.3 2.1% with ECR

Discharge #17235 with co-ECCD deposition,PNBI = 12:5 MW, with feedback control, no
NTM up to ECR swich-off:

time ρpol C abs. A MTR [10�3mT] comment

1.63s 0.28 2.3% before ECR
3.16s 0.35 2.3% 3% 27/16000=1.688 with ECR
3.73s 0.35 4.5% 6% 27/17000=1.588 sawtooth after ECR

Reference discharge #17238 with ctr-ECCD deposition,PNBI = 12:5 MW, with feedback
control, no NTM up to ECR switch-off:

time ρpol C abs. A MTR [10�3mT] comment

1.63s 0.3 2.7% before ECR
2.8s 0.25 1.2% 2% 4/17500=0.229
2.81s 0.25 1.4% 2.5% 4/16000=0.25
3.143s 0.3 2.3% 2.5% 11/18000=0.611 NTM trigger, low amp.
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Discharge #16617 without ECR. All neutral beam sources are switched on separately for
about one second each:

time ρpol C rel. comment

2.57s 0.3 3% NBI source 3
3.30s 0.3 4.5% NBI source 7
4.11s 0.2 3.5% NBI source 4
5.09s 0.2 3% NBI source 8
6.16s 0.25 3.5% NBI source 1
7.35s 0.2 15% NBI source 6
8.16s 0.25 2.5% NBI source 2
9.21s 0.2 2% NBI source 5
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